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FOREWORD

This report summarizes work performed by the ANS 5.4 Working Group

on Fuel-Plenum Fission Gas Inventory and is a compilation of individual

contributions by members of the Working Group. The report was compiled

to document the basis for the ANSI/ANS Standard on "Method for Calcu-

lating the Fractional Release of Volatile Fission Products from Oxide

Fuels," ANSI/ANS 5.4-1981. The information contained in this report is

important to an understanding of the Standard, and has been reviewed and

approved by the Working Group.

Views expressed in this report are solely those of the individual

contributors. Neither the members of the Working Group, their respective

employers, the American Nuclear Society, nor the United States Govern-

ment makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or assumes any legal

liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or useful-

ness of any information presented herein.
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I. Introduction (R. 0. Meyer, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission)

ANS Working Group 5.4 was established in. 1974 to examine fission product

releases from UO2 fuel. The scope of ANS-5.4 was narrowly defined to include

the following:

1. Review available experimental data on release of volatile fission

products from U02 and mixed-oxide fuel.

2. Survey existing analytical models currently being applied to light-

water reactors.

3. Develop a standard analytical model for volatile fission product

release to the fuel rod void space. Place emphasis on obtaining a

model for radioactive fission product releases to be used in

assessing radiological Consequences of postulated accidents.

The standard as developed applies-to steady-state conditions. When used with

isotopic yields, this method will give the so-called "gap activity," which is

the inventory of volatile fission products that could be available for release

from the fuel rod if the cladding were breached. This gap inventory of radio-

active fission products can be used in accident analyses not involving large

abrupt temperature changes.

The volatile and gaseous fission products of primary significance are krypton,

xenon, iodine, cesium, and tellurium. These gaseous and volatile fission

products can be divided into two categories: (1),short-lived radioactive

isotopes (halflife less than one year) and (2) long-lived radioactive isotopes
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(halflife greater than one year) and stable species. This division is convenient

since the most important release mechanism involves thermally activated'migration

processes that proceed slowly such that.the short-lived i.sotopes decay appreciably

before they are released from the pellet. Consequently, release calcUlations

for short-lived isotopes must include their decay rate, whereas, for long-lived

and stable isotopes, decay does not have to be considered.

Most experimental measurements of released fission gas were preceded by a

cooldown period of approximately a year, during which time all of the short-

lived radioactive species disappeared. As a result, insufficient data exist

to directly determine a release correlation for.short-lived isotopes. While

gas-release correlations based on stable-isotope data are'useful for fuel-

performance calculations, they are usually not-capable of predicting the

radioactive releases. However, it is possible to derive an analytical model

that is based on mechanistic or phenomenological principles that will:predict

releases as a function of halflife and can be calibrated with stable-gas-release

data. This is the approach taken by ANS-5.4.

The Working Group has chosen what is believed to be the simplest such

phenomenological model, the Booth diffusion-type mode'(1-5), and has fitted

the model empirically to selected data, whose characteristics will be described

later.

The Booth model describes diffusion of fission-product atoms in a sphere of

fuel material. 'The governing equation is

aC/3t =B -X C - div J, (1)
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where C, is the isotope concentration (atoms/cm3 ), B is the production or birth
(aosc3-sc -1

.rate (atoms/cm -sec), X is the decay constant (sec ), and J is. the local mass

.flux (atoms/cm2-sec). This equation is fundamental and applies to i'sotopes of

any chemical specie.s with any halflife. The rate of concentration change in a

region is. equal to the rate of production minus the. rate of decay minus the

rate of loss by mass flow out of the region. Equation 1 implies nothing about

the mechanism of mass flow. The apparent diffusion coefficient D is contained

in the flux term,.which is given by

J= -D grad C. (2)

This diffusion equation, like Eq. 1, contains no information about the diffusion

mechanism and merely assumes that a net flow of matter occurs because.of the

existence. of a concentration gradient and that the flux is proportional to that

gradient. The production rate B and decay constant X in Eq 1 are known for

most isotopes, but the diffusion coefficient D in Eq. 2 is unknown and must be

determined, from experimental data.

From a general knowledge of. atomic migration (6), it is known that the diffusion

coefficient of a species in a host material depends.on the properties of that

materialand its.interaction with the diffusing species. These interactions

are primarily electronic in nature so that different atoms (elements) would.

have different diffusion coefficients. Because the valence and ionic properties

of krypton and xenon, are similar, their diffusion coefficients in UO2 are similar.

However, there is no reason to expect the noble gases to behave like iodine or

other chemical species. Therefore, it must be presumed that different elements

migrate and are released at different rates.
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On the other hand, the diffusion behavior of a chemical species can be expected

to be the same for all isotopes of that species. While, strictlyspeaking,

there is a diffusion isotope effect that is dependent on isotopic mass (7),

this effect is very small and has only been detected in a few precise experi-

ments using isotopes with large mass differences. Small differences in

diffusion behavior would be imperceptable in the context of f-ission gas

release.

The Booth diffusion model is an over-simplification of the physical process.

The effective diffusion parameters that are determined by empirically fitting

the Booth model to gas release data are not the diffusion coefficients for

atomic diffusion of inert gases and other chemical species in pure UO2 .

Atomic diffusion, gas bubble nucleation, bubble migration, bubble coalescence,

interaction of bubbles with structures, and irradiation resolution are all

involved in fission gas release. Some of these processes, like bubble

migration, are relatively well understood. The microscopic parameters that

govern these mechanisms are, in turn, dependent on the materials properties,

such as diffusion coefficient, heats of vaporization, etc., which are inde-

pendent of isotopic makeup. It, therefore, seems appropriate to assume that

the overall release kinetics are the same for all isotopes of the same chemical

species regardless of the complicated nature of the release mechanisms.

Precursor effects may, however, cause a small apparent difference in release

kinetics.

The Booth equations describe a smooth continuous release process and should

not be applied to discontinuous releases or bursts (i.e., abrupt releases

observed during sudden temperature changes). It is considered beyond the
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state of the art to model burst releases in a quantitati.ve manner. Nevertheless,

gases released in bursts are included in the data and are, therefore, accounted

for, in the cumulative releases predicted by the empirical model.

Finally, temperature-independent mechanisms are expected to be important for

gas releases at low temperatures. As with the temperature-dependent (high

temperature) diffusion-type model, the release fraction for radioactive species

will depend on the isotopic halflife. However, the low-temperature release

mechani-sms are thought to be controlled by knock-out and recoil and., therefore,

all chemical..species are treated alike.
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II HIGH TEMPERATURE FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE

II, A. Mathematical Formulation for High Temperature Release

A general mathematical formulation of the Booth model for
diffusion of radioactive species during constant power and
temperature operation is described in Section 1. The formu-
lation relies heavily on the work of Beck', and many ex-
pressions are taken directly from his work rather than being
"re-derived".

In Section 2, the model is expanded upon to obtain the
formulas for cases in which neither the power nor temperature
need be assumed constant. The first portion (Section A.2.a)
of the Section treats the generalized case of time (exposure)
varying power and diffusion coefficients, with explicit solu-
tions for two cases. One, where the power and diffusion co-
efficient are assumed to be step-wise continuous functions,
and the other where the diffusion coefficient is assumed to
vary exponentially with time (exposure) but the power remains
constant. The second portion (Section A.2.b) uses a different
approach to derive the solution for the step-wise continuous
case, and. it formats the equations into the form used in the
standard. It can be shown, with some mathematical manipula-
tionand noting the slightly different notation, that the
release fraction F defined as the division of equation (31) by
equation (33) in Section A.2.a is identical to equation 19 of
Section A.2."b.
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A-I General Mathematics of the Booth Model (L. D. Noble)

NOMENCLATURE

C = Concentration of nuclei in the sphere (atoms/cm3 )

D. Diffusion coefficient. (cm2 /sec)

B = Producti on. rate (atoms/cm3 -sec)

X = Decay constant (sec-i)

t Time (sec)

r : Radial coordinate in the sphere (cm)

a = Radius of the sphere (cm)

R = Rate of release from unit volume of sphere (atoms/cm3-sec)

N Accumulation of undecayed, released atoms from a unit

volume of sphere (atoms/cm3 ) "

D D/a 2 (sec-I)

= ~Xa 2 /D

= Dt/a 2
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Constant Diffusion Parameters

The release of volatile products from a U02 fuel matrix may,

under certain assumptions, be represented as diffusion of an

isotope to the surface of an equivalent sphere. Using the nota-

tion of Beck( 1", the equation for the concentration in a sphere

may be written as

3C = 1 a (r2D 2Ca• r~2 -3r-a)+B-C()

The release rate R(t) from the fuel matrix into-the void

regions surrounding the fuel, and the accumulation of the unde-

cayed atoms in this void region, N(t), are of particular interest.

The release rate per unit volume of fuel, R(t), is defined

as follows:

R(t) = -3D aC (2)
a Tr r=a

The accumulation in the void space is then related to the

release rate by the following equation:

dN = R- N (3)
Ft

Since the total number of atoms present at any time is

the fraction, F, that is present in the void space is

F : NX (5)

B ( 1-e~t

For the case of stable isotopes, X:O, and

F = N (6)
Bt

9



As shown by Beck(1), the solution for R may be written either

as

R = 3B i coth -,,ý _
Ik I- ct

n= 1

-n2 2T

e (7)

or as

R = 3D[I erf (Llr) -
E (8)

where

E 3B

/P n=l
exp(-2n -p-)erfc( a -,,pT) -exp (2n /i-)erfc-n +/-•) (9)

Either form of the expression for R is exact; however, equation

7 converges much faster for large values of either T or PT while.

equation 8 converges rapidly for small values of T.

The relations for F may be written as

F= 3 cothxr--- n iL n227 2 1 (10)

or as

F= 3
( .(I, _[T.) [ ~~erf rr-i 2 j 7 I I-(I+OT E 1 (11)

where

El . E 12
(I -ýýJ )

CD

F, iT e
n=l

. L

2
- (iji+n' IT)I

~n iljerfc(n/v- (12)

In the special case of a stable isotope, A=0, and the relations

for F, are as follows:
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1 + 6 CO En212 T
F= 1 - + -r Z (13)

n=l n7

or

F= 4 v- 3 T (14)

where

E2= (~ 2 n2/T2

E 214ný7) e -n(3+2n2/.) erfc 0n (15)
n=l T VT

The equations for E and E2 were not given explicity by

Beck('), although he did suggest the method for obtaining them.

Beck(lU indicated that for values of T < 0.1 the approximate

formulas obtained by deleting the terms E, E1 and E2 in equations

8, 11 and 14 are in error by less than 0.0001. In fact, if the

asymptotic expansion for erf(x) given by Beck (equation 32 of

reference 1), is utilized, it can be shown that for small ¶ and for

PJT << l/T

E = 3 exp(-1 -I ) 2T3/2 (16)
7T T (16)

for a value of T 0.1, this expression gives a value of*,..5xlO6 .

Similar use of the asymptotic expression for El and E2 shows that

for T < 0.1, the approximate expressions for R and F obtained by

neglecting E, E1, or E2 are in error by <lO5. Conversely, for

values of t > 0.1, the expressions in equations 10 and 13 converge

quite rapidly and should be used for larger values of r.

As was indicated by Beck(", equations (0, 1), 13

and 14 are exact.. However, when T < 0.1 the following simplified
5

expressions have an error of < 10

11



For T < 0.1

3
1 -exp(-Pr) [ I ~erf(v/iTj) - 2 47wi/ exp(-iir)~

+~r ex (-PT)] (17)

or when x = 0

F = 4v7T- 3t/2.

For T > 0.1

F= 31- coth() -. 61- I I-- exp(-n_2r2T)
ii•exp(PT) - 1 n=1 n2 W2 (n2 V2 +

or when x = 0

(16)

(19)

T T n=1
exp( -f 2lr2 T)-

fl4 W4~
(20)

For practical application, onlV three terms in the sum (Eq. 19 and 20) are reauired,
since this gives an accuracy.of better than 10-5.

12



A-2 Time Varying

A-2.a Time Dependent Diffusion Parameters

The solution for the release and accumulation of volatile fission

products is slightly different whenthe diffusion coefficient D is a

function of time. However, the solution may be obtained by modifying

the previous definition of T as follows:

t
M = --, D(u)du (21)

a I-

0

When D is constant this new definition corresponds to the previous

one. For convenience, the following definitions are also introduced:

X = r/a

G(t) = B(t)a 2 eAt/D(t)

H(t,X) = C(t,X)e~t

I(t) = a2 R(t)e t/D(t)

J(t) = N(t)e

The differential equation for H is then obtained from the equation

for C by multiplying equation (1) with a et/D.

This equation is:

all Ix_ a X2 aH
BT X T ( -X) + G (22)

Further, from equation 2
aHI(t) 1-3 X (23)

1(t) ~ aHX=l

and from equation 3

.- J(t) M(t) (24)

1.3



Using S as the transfonr variable, and using a bar over the symbol to
denote the Laplace transform with respect to ', the solution for the
transform of I is:

I (S) = 3 G(S)

= 3 G(S)

E coth rS'- 1s I'

S

(25)

where G is the transform of G.

Further, the transform J, of J, is:'

3(S) = I(S)/s

The solution for N(t) i.s obtained from the'inverse Of J,"and- may-
be written as follows (where z is defined as •(t) -

t 00 n 2 r 2 Y

N(t) : 6 e-ýt f B(u)e",Udu (26)
0 J 7

n=1

or it may be written as

"'• t

N(t) = 3 e-'t f B(u)e'Udu
0

2 V ,-z + 3 (27)

where E3 is defined as follows:

E (Z) =4 /:Z'Yexp(-Jn2
3 n~l 1

-nerfc (n/)

14



The release fraction F is then determined by dividing<the<value for
N(t) by the total production up to time t; where tk - t - tk+l

t

Jo B(u)du :
Bk (t-tk) t

K-i

j=1 IB (t -t
i j+1 i (33)

The previously derived equations can also be used to develop
explicit equations for a particular case in which the effective
diffusion coefficient D/is assumed to increase exponentially with
time. Only stable species are considered.

if D =Do exp (a-,) where a is a constant, then from equation 21

T = D 0 exp (aT-l) /c. Using equation 26 with X=O and a

constant production rate B, the expression for the number of released
atoms, N,.can be written as follows for large values of time.

N = B d x

f 
'0-a

II- exp ( n27T2X)]
n=1 : I T)27T2

(34)

Note that a transformation x=:(t)--r(u),' and the identity 1/n2 712 /6

has been used. Also note that D1= Do+. T.

In a similar manner, neglecting the term E3 in equation 27,, the value of
N for shorter times becomes

N= 6BV -IT T
0

VFTd x -Do

Vax a J dy [eat " eaYl
0

(35)

Using the relationship that the release fraction is N/Bt,-the expressions
for F may be written as follows for long.times.

F =1-6 ex-)27T2
E!-P(T) Tr~ I E i (nl2IT2D /IA) - Ei (n2.7T2Do/a)i

(36)

15



A particular case of interest is one for stable isotopes (X=0) in which
the time dependence of both the source term and the diffusion coefficient
may be represented by a succession of values which are constant within
any time increment tj to t

Scij+l

Specifically

B(t) = Bj when t. _< t < tj+l (28)

and

D(t) =D.' when t < t_< t

with t 1 0

With these assumptions, and the notation that.j-l ,

(29)

Tj = T (tj) = D .i (t i+l- ti) (30)

i=l

the solution for N (t) may be written as follows:

on the interval tk < t < tK+1

N(t) = BK (t-tk) +

j=1

Bj (tj+l-t j)

CO

6- B K
DDT-K n= i

l-exp - n21T2 (-T k)1
n4T4

1I1
K-1

-6 F,
j=l

Bi
DI
0. n=l

exp I-n fT (T-Tj+I)I

4 4n IT 1'1- exp -nT2 ('

or, for smaller values of time, where the term E3
neglected.

in equation 27 may be

N(t) Yk (TT K)3 1/2 - (T - TK)]

K-1

+ F,
j=l

B. S4 J(t-t.) 3/2 -(T-T i.l)3/ -3 2_T --T.) ) 2 UT- -T~) II
(32)

16



where Ei is the exponential integral

Ei (x) f. v dv 1v

Or, for shorter times, the expression is:

F= 12 Dz_ tanh" 1 ./D " cc - L [D tO-tt X r&t (37)

17
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A-2b.

Mathematical Formulation for Time-Varying Power Histories

(C. S., Rim, Korea Atomic Energy.Research Institute)

The diffusion model presented in Section II-Al is applicable when

power and diffusion parameters remain constant with time. Fuel rods

are often subject to time-varying power histories. Even when the

power level remains constant, fuel temperatures change with time due

to changes in gap conductance, radial power distribution within the

pellet, etc. Diffusion parameters vary due to changes in fuel

temperatures and are assumed to vary with burnup.

A mathematical formulation for stable fission gas release calculations

is established in this section which will accommodate temperature and

burnup dependent diffusion parameters as well as a variable power history.

Model fitting to high temperature fission gas release data and application

of this model to variable power and temperature cases are presented in

the next section.

Work performed at Westinghouse Electric Corporation, in collaboration
with B. S. Preble.
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NOMENCLATURE

C gas concentration (moles/cm3)

D diffusion coefficient (cm 2/sec)

3
P production rate (moles/(sec cm

t time (sec)

r radial location in sphere (cm)

a equivalent radius of sphere (cm)

f fractional release (moles/moles)

m gas released (moles)

DI = D/a2 (sec -)

= D't

' 20



1) Derivation of the basic equation

The diffusion equation for stable isotopes can be written as

DC D a2 (rC) + p
Lt ur 23r

Let u =.rC

(1)

then r ýt

ýU D

.2
Dir .-- + P

•2u
D + Pr
2

(2)

pr 3

Let u = w Pr 6

au _ W )A•1ut -at ; D 3 2
jur D ý2w

ar 2
PrV
D1

2w
- Pr

?) r

Equation (2) then becomes,

- Dw Dt )r 2 (3)

where C =
1 w Pr2

r r 6D

Boundary Conditions (B.C.)

1) C = Co(r) at t = 0 -- w= r

Pa
3

2) C = 0 at r = a -. w = 6D a

c 0oCr)

tr=a

+ Pr
3 .

6D f(r) at t = 0

3) C is finite at r = 0 -ý W = 0 at r = 0

21



The general solution to eq. ('3) with B.C. 1) to 3) is given by Carslaw

and Jaeger[II (p. 104) as

2,2 2
W : (2/a) • e-n2t/a sin nnr f(r')a 0 sin n•r dr'

a

nD0,
a

t On2• /a2

e
( ri)n Pa 3

or

W = (2/a)
, -Dn22 2 t/a2 n r a

sin.---{ f0 r' C0 ar)~i~lrdr'

+ a Pr'
3

+ o - 0, sin nr' dr'
a

Pa 4  Dn2R 2 t/a 2

+-In IT (I- e
(4)

The 2nd term in eq. (4) can be simplified

a Pr'
3

/o-6'- -
nIr'sin- 'a dr' P fa r3

6D o
nftr'

sin a dr'

P [ 3p(na)2 r 2 -6
sin (nn r 4

(W-)

a

1T r

a

Cos0
aniT 3

(-.3)

7- (-,)n pa
4

3n3
(n .1 -6)
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so that eq. (4) bewomes :

~2 2

(21aze ndr Pa r4

+ ~1)~
Dn~

(ir r'CO (r') sin .Tr ) dr'

6Dnr
Dn2 ? t/a 2

(5)

Expanding we then have

W = (2/a) A;
_ ? ?. 2

(nTr) far' cosin ( (r') sin (- - dr'

2Pa 3

n
-Dn2-,t 2 t/a 2 sn(nITr)

Ia

- (2,/a) Pal
6D 'i n

s i n ( n- --r )
a

(6)

Equation (6) can be further simplified using a relationship from Ref. (2), P.470

, nL sin --
a -7a

- Dn 2 t,2
w = (2!a e aa s n nT'r,, a

a
r C0 (r') sin (.n-r ) dr

a

2Pa3 '
n

n

Dn22 t/a2 sin 2 ----

Pa 2r

6D
(7)
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Since C = -tr
Pr

2

- WD- and defining D' = D/a 2, we have

C = -
at

•, 2 2n-n DIt
Xe
1

n(-)r,-sin ---r) ;a r' r') s.i n n-r r.
a dr'

Pa (-is

I fl3

.n2
e 112 D' t niTsin (E =)

P
(1-. (rl) 2

(8)

which forms the basis for the remaining solution.

2) Calculation of the Ist time step with P1, T1 and..DI

Since there isno initial concentration

C =0
0

2P Ia

73~D'lr
n3

e r , s~in (67

+ ra()- 2
6D

Moles released during time step 6tl

m] t= 4 a 2 D aC. dt: •c• r •t

(9)

i" I (4/3) a 3 P1
8a3At + -- ,..I * 1: * -n21t2n Do 411
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Fractional release at the end of Ist time step

7.ira P 1 At

+ 6 ( 2 r n At,

71 4 D,. z" t nl,_t I

(11)
-1)

Since 0, equation (11) is the sameSine n 90

obtained by Booth(3) for the constant power,

6 6 n I

vDt

expression

constant temperature case

3) 2nd Time Step (P 2 . T2, Dý )

2 W
C = wr E2 1

n27 Dk t
e

sin nir rin a-C--, dr'
a-- 0 si dra

+ P2 (1- (r/a) 2)

+ 2P 2a

T- .~
-_I)n
n3

. 2
-nl, Dit

e sin ( Tl r (12)
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but from eq. (9), considering C1 at At 1 , r'

fa, r' C1 (Atr) sin (.2r'a ) d r' =

17, a

a PI (a2

2P1a3

DI n=l

Sr' r3) sin (T ) dr'a

Ss (nnr' ) e
n 

a
-fl2i 2DI eAtl sin (DIZ 1) dr'

a

P a2a- - (- )n

nT

.-n 2n2D' ~t
(e - 1)

• C2

2P 1 a

" r

e -n2 ;1 D2 't (n~rnsin a
n

(e "n2'2Dittl - 1)

+ 2 .a2

2

2P2 a

.:I D r

- r2)

n3
sin ( T ) r

-
e "-n7T2D2 t (13)
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Number of moles released during time step At2

,, t2m2 =- r
2 2 a dt

Mn ? '=4/3),na' ~2- 2

8a
3

P 1
D'

1

(,-n 2 (D AtI + Dk At 2 )
1 (e n.

-n 2 2D

-e)

.2

P

P

.L e - i 2 0 t -1)

2

(e -2 r D2 D t 2 - 1)
I

1
) (14)

Cumulative Fra,:.tional" release at the end of step 2

f• = m1 + m2
4

4 31 1 (Pt + P2 At 2 )

6
f21= I+

(Plt 1 + P2 At2 )
"P!

1 -4- le

.2, 2 (Dj ~tt 1 + Dý L:42)

e 2 At 2 I

P 2 1
_n2 21D at 21

n4
(e - 1). (I1b)
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4) 3rd Time Step,

In a similar manner

3 = [ 2-ar
P-n 212Dj t C 

nr r'
sin (n-'Tr r r') sin (7F-).dra 2 (At2 I

(a2 - r2) I

2+ 
a

n3
sin (fllr~)a

e -n2v2Dt1

for which

4

.3

3

83

3P2
O

E

n

n

2 2 
'n At1 -) e" n D27 t 2

27,2
(e- DtAt3 -1)

P 2

P3
÷ý

(e-n2 Dý. 2D* 1) (&'nw"D3 t 3

1 )]

- 1)

n ( n 2 t3
n

(16)

and for which

f3 =
mI + m2 + m3

4 a i3 (p1,,I + P2 At2 + p3 ,t 3 )

=1+ 6.
3 114 (PAt I + p 2At2 + p 3At3)

. z (17)
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where

= 1
D1

00
1~ [e -n 22 '(D'Atj+D'At2+D'.jt3) - e. -2r(D Pt 2+%tt 3')J
J

+ '

Di
P2

+ P3

n

e -n 2i2(DjAt2+DjAt3) -n 2i Aiat
3J- e

-n . DiAt3 1- 1 (18)

5) General Case

In general, cumulative fractional release at the end of kth
calculated by

time step can be

fk 1+ 6
i=1 FD1 ,,n=l I

7
(e-n Bi DiAtI

2 2 k-n ir 2 D't~t1
- e

+ P2

D2! n=1
I

I
J1

-n Ir D At
(e i 172 i

- n e * 0 1.2 et

i(

k 

0
Dýn=1

-r
n

-n2T DýA k( e -1)]1 (19)
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Ik k
Defining T AtiD = D! Att . . . . . . . T

i1 1 I=2

6 122and g(T) = - -6 (1 - en-

I n=1 n

Eq. (19) can be transformed to

f=k - 1 [IrP (TI q (TI) T 2 g(T 2 ))
k Pi Ati Di

i=1

+ -- {29(T2) - T3  g (T3 )}
D 2

= D Atk

(20)

+ Pkatk g (Tk) 3 (21)

~4
Using a relationship n - ' Eq. (20) can be rewritten as

n=1 n 90

2 21 6 e -nWT (22)
g (T) = -

15T t n=1 n4 74

A comparison between Eq. (22) above and Eq. (13) of Section 11-81 shows that

g (T) = I - F (Eq. (13) of Section 11-81).

Therefore, the function g (3) in Eq. (21) can be determined using a finite

number of terms(for an accuracy better than 10-) "

For T < 0. 1, g () 1 - 4 4 -(.+

'For T > 0.1, qg (T) = 6IY e- 64 4n24
1T T n=1 (24)
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K HIGOH L'PERAUR DAT BASE fff (C.E. Bieye r, }ED

Several sources of high--temperature oxide gas release data have been

examined in order to cover the operating range of commercial reactors. The

vast majority of in-reactor gas release data have been obtained from post-

irradiation puncturing of fuel pins, This is done several days following

irradiation after the radioactive gases have decayed off, leaving only the

stable gases for measurement. There have been a few sweep-gas experiments

which have measured in.-situ release and thus, the radioactive specics;

however, the majority of these have been at low temperatures with small thermal

gradients and low fission densities. This has necessitated the use of stable

gas release data by the ,orking Group to define the diffusion coefficients

for the radioactive ypecies.

The High Temperature Data Base consists of two sources of data which are

referred to here as the Low Surnup Data Base and the, High Burnup Data Base.

1. Low Burnup Data Base and Selection Criteria

Early in the 'Norking Group's inception, a data base was selected from an(1).
earlier analysis by Beyer and 'annl which yield2d 45 weil-characterized

data sets for stable gas releases, The major limitation of these data was

that burnups did not exceed 19,000 MId/t, which led to the data being

referred to as 'the low burnup data base."

This data base substantialy reduced the variarce among in-roactor gas

release data by establishing discriminative criteria for data selection and

providing a systematic aoproach to data reduction. The criteria fcr data

selection in this report were:

c Stoichiometric UJ._ (O/M = 2.00 ± 0.005)

G Relatively constant rod powers over time.

rP "xIK X.
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Relatively flat axial rod power (temperaturQ) profile

(Axial Peak Pover .1.15)A-x-ial AG9.Pve - '

. Fuel temperatures measurable either from thermocouples or inferred
from a microstructural chanie.

Several sources of data were considered in this analysis with only 7 sources (2-8)

and 45 data points able to meet all of the above criteria. These data have shown

o relatively small amount of variance even though they have come from five

Jifferent experimenter's with varying fuel rod designs.

Since the issuance of the Beyer-Hann report, the ANS 5.4 Committee has

scrutinized these data very closely and -found some minor inconsistencies a;:,

the data. Because of these inconsistencies, additional criteria for reduction

of thedata in Table 1 were established. These criteria are as follows:'

e Burnup within the fuel is based on 200 MeV/fission.

Heat generated within the fuel is based on IS2 MeV/fission.

* Fission gas generated within the fuel is based on a yield of 26.9 c/E,1d
for Xe and 4.1 cc/[d!,,, for Kr production.

o Irradiation time is based on effective-full-power days.

The remaining methodology used for calculating the fuel temperature proFi--

is the same as described in Reference 1, which in brief consists of the:

MAIiN computer code

Time-averaged rod pov,,ers

* Use of Lyon's, et al., 9_10) thermal conductivity equation for U02

along .ith the [ax'.we' .uken(ll-1) relationship to account for effects.

of porosity.

Use of flux depression subroutine from GAPCON-IThermal-I (13) and a

method proposed by Robertson.(lal)

The reduced form (rod powers, fuel temperatures, burnups, irradiation ti-c,

e'_c.) of the 45 data points is presented in Table 1 of this report. The datN
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Table 1. Low Burnup Released Data and r,-jced Temperatures

SPECIMEN
REFERENCE NO.

DTECH°
SCS-EEC ELP-4
73-595
(StNES CONF. ELP-5
1973)

[LP-6

IELP-.9

* OL-I0

[LP-12

HPR-129' 116-5

117-1

AECL-1676* OFE

OFH

DFD

DFE

DFA

AICL-2662' LFL

LFF

LF6

LFS

LFW

LFT

LFX

LFM

LFH

*LFD

AECt -2730 CBN

CBR

COT

CiV

CeY

CBX

CEA-R-3618 CYRANO-II

ALSO CERAMIC CYRANO-V))
NUCL. FUELS

CEA-R-3358 4110-AEI

4110-AE2

4110-BEI

4110-812

4112-AEI

4112-AE2

4112-1E1

4112-6E2

4113-A31

4113-AE2

4113-SE1

4113-BE2

HEAT RATING
Pk'.i FT)

12.3

13.5

15.1

14.91

14.9

13.3

18.9

19.8

35.0

28.9

29.1

23.9

17.4

15.6

15.5

15.1

21.9

23.1

22.2

23.0

21.3

21).

20.7

17.1

"17.3

16.0

17.4

16.6

17.5

16.55

17.1

13.9

11.5

18.1

17.6

15.1

17.0

19.5

17.7

15.4

16.6

17.1

15.6

16.0

15.9

597.

4?0.

662.

586.

606.

661.

509.

549.

416.

402.

474.

462.

402.

455.

560.

6.2.

561.

432.

554.

519.

4").

533.

620.

455.

463.

458.

497.

496.

470.

518.-

525.

758.

843.

612.

570.

3.4.

Z85.

420.

483.

425.

463.

72.

694.

FUtL TEMPfERATU-S (1CI
SURFACE CE N.TERLINE

1771.

1717.

2 18 7.b

2050 .b

2082. b

1989 . 5

2305.2010.')

2276.(2000.')

7324.

2750.

2904.

2466.

1728.

1661.

1901.
2046. b

2451 b

2339.b

260.b

2 5 5 1 .b

2189.b

2403.b

2571 b

1820. b

1356.b

1812.b

1950.b
188. b

1941 .b

1957.b
2020. b

2069.

1969.

2296.

2175.

1876.

2047.

2126.b
2068. b

1699.

1902.b

2423.b

22 '39.b

196;. b

224.Ib

TII•.., 11' SEC,

8.683

2.678

8.623

I 1.759

5.841

5.901

7.482

13.366

1.297

1.397

1.397

1.397

1.397

9.336

9.336

9.336

9.336

9.336

?. 336

9.336

9.336

5.336

9.336

7.30

7.3C

7.30

7.30

7.30

7.30

7.30

7.30

1.588

3.544

11.2

11.2

11.2.

11.2

5.80

5.80

5.80

5.80

5.80

5.80

5.80

5.80

BURNUP

jt.d/TM)

11W96.

3870.

12713.

18604.

9348.

8424.

079.

8713.

796.

648.

65M.

528.

M8O.

2230.

2230.

3120.

3290.

3290.

3200.

3030.

3000.

3030.

650.

2670.

2610.

2710.

2620.

2760.

2630.

,710.

1033.

1409.

7051.

6860.

573C.

7215.

3795.

3549.

3073.

3313.

3U1).

3116.

3124.

3161.

R EL•A SE
FRACTIONS

0.108

0.047

0.;27

0.258

0.202

0.197

0.27,5

0.254

0.369

0.317

0.169

0.06O

0.057

0.173

0. 234

0.379

0.248

0.496

0.248

0.155

0.311

0.458

0.123

0.149

0.141

0.157

0.153

0.165

0.168

0.188

0.150

0.130

0.216

0.221

0.139

0.159

2.126

0.112

0.079

0.126

0.207

0.780

0.170

0.210

'DATA REVISED FROM rNWL-1875.

bAVERAGE OF CENTERLINE TEMPERATURES DETEREINED FROM EQUIAXED AND COI.UMNAP CJA;N h0U'JNDARIES.

'THfRSMOCOUPLE MEASUREMENT IN ANr;ULA. PELLET. ALL OTHER TLMPERATURES CORRESPCOr- 10 50005 PELLET GEOMETRY.

HMDL 7701-32
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sets which have: :-; adjusted to correct the inconsistencies and typographical.

errors are from -ne following reports. or papers: U1_CH .ECS-EFC-73-595 (BNES

Conf. 1973), M HPR-129,(3) AECL-1676,(4) and AECL-2662.(5) Consequently,

some of the data presented in Table 1 differs from those presented in the

original reports and BNWL-1875. Since the original reports were not always

clear as to the MeV/fission used for rod powers and burnups, the fission gas

yields used for release fractions, and the existence of typographical errors,

the primary authors .of the above reports were contacted to provide this infor-

mation. Based on their replies (Appendix A) and the above criteria and

methodology for data reduction, we have made the following adjustments.

The DTECH ECS-EFC-73-594 paper has presented burnups based on 184 MeV/

fission, In addition, the release fractions are not consistent with the

fission yields used in this analysis. To be consistent with our methodology

for data reduction, the burnups and release fractions have. been recalculated

in Table 1 based on 200 MeV/fission and 31 cc/MWd, respectively.

The HPR-129 report has presented rod powers based on total assembly power

(i.e., 200 MeV/fission). The rod powers for the two rods in Table 1 have been

recalculated based on 182 MIeV/fission. It should also be mentioned that rod

powers for these rods are not based on time averaged values, but rather those

powers which correspond to the temperatures utilized in Table 1. The measured

thermocouple temperatures for both rods have also been revised downward by

600 C from BNWL-1875( 1 ) to reflect (time) average temperatures during the latter

1/3 of irradiation. The higher temperatures in DNWL-1875 were the peak temp-

eratures measured during the same time period.

The AECL-1676 report gives the effective-full-power days (EFPD) as 16.7

which is a typographical error and should be 16.17 EFPD. Release fractions

were also adjusted slightly ('5%) to reflect the updated yields for xenon

used in this analysis (26.9 cc/MiJd).

The rod powers utilized for the AECL-2662 data in BNWL-1875 were peak

Jtime) powers. The powers presented in Table 1 are average (time) rod powers.
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2. High BurnujL Data Base and Selection Criteria

As noted above, the low burnup data base did not exceed 19,000 MWd/Mt.

Current commercial reactors reach peak burnups up to 40,000 MWd/M.t pointing.

to *the need for a data base in the 20,000 to 40,000 MWd/Mt burnup range. It

also came to the' attention of the committee that a significant burnup effect

may exist above 30,000 MWd/MTM.(Reference 15 and Appendix B) At this time'

the Working Group researched the open literature to find non-proprietary data

in the higher burnup range. However, the-committee could not find data which

could meet the selection criteria used in the low-burnup data base. The major

problems for data at high burnups have been the lack of an independent measure

of fuel temperature, a significant variation in power history, and that much

of the data was derived from mixed-oxide (MOX) fuei.(Appendix C)

Published gas release data (16,17) from fuel irradiated to high burnups

(15,000 to 39,000 MWd/MTM) in the Saxton reactor were examined. However,

attempts to calculate fuel temperatures for these fuel rods showed large

uncertainties in calculated values. (Appendix D) These data have also been

criticized as being inconclusive in quantifying a burnup-effect. (Appendix E)

.A large high burnup data base was discovered(18) in the Liquid Metal

Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) program; however, detailed data were not pub-

licly available.. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission subsequently obtained

and published•1 gj these data. Upon examination of these data, the Working

Group discovered that some of the data exhibited relatively small variations

in power history, and all of the data had a relatively flat axial power profile.

Also, the majority of the data have detailed power histories and grain growth

measurements. The major problems in comparison with the low burnup criteria

were that temperatures were calculated rather than measured independently,

and were from (Uo. 75 Puo. 2 5 ) 02 rather than from U02 .

The temperatures for the LMFBR data were calculated with the SIEX code." 8

This code has been developed exclusively for and correlated against EBR 7 II

fuel irradiations.
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The Working Group has attempted to determine if any inherent differences

exist between MOX and U02 gas release data; how,,ever, no data were found ,ihich

allowed a direct comparison typical of operatin corditions in commercial

fuel. Calculations by Westinghouse;(Appendix Bj however, have indicated that

their burnup dependent release model, based on U02 data, adequately predicts

MOX data. Also, the GESMO report(20) concluded that there did not appear to

be justification-for differences in releases between MOX and U02 fuels.

Consequently, the Working Group has accepted selected LMFBR data as the

high-burnup data base. These data are the best characterized and controlled

of the high-burnup data examined. There has also been a systematic

approach in the data reduction.

Similar to the low-butrnup data, criteria were used in the selection of

LMFBR data. These criteria were:

Relatively small centerline temperature variat ions (5200 0C) with t ime
as calculated by SIEX.-

* Relatively flat axial power profile

Axial Peak Power < 1.09)
Axial Avg. Power -<

The second criterion was met by all EBR-II data since the core lenqth is relatively
short (13.5 inches) and the peak-to-average approximately 1.08. The first crit"crio•.
resulted in only 19 out of 41 LIFBR gas release data points being acceptable.
These data are listed in Table -2.

The rod powers and temperatures quoted represent the'end-of-life (EOL)
calculated values. With the exception of beginning-of-life (BOL) temiperatures,

these ECL values are at or near the peak temperatures experienced by these rods.

An example of a typical centerline and surface temperature history for these

fuel rods is given in Figures la and lb.
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TABLE 2

HIGH BURNUP DATA BASE AND CALCULATED TEMPERATURES

Rod
NO.

P NIL
PNL.
NiL.

'IL

p'
P:11

PL
PvIL

': PTL

P I LKI4L

1-6
1-14

1-17
i-18
1-19
3-8
3-27
3-33-
4-1
4-26
4-34
7-10
3-11
8-25
8-37
8-32
1.0-15
10-23
10-63

Heat Rating
(Kw/ft)

8.18
8.40
8.95
9.24
9.20
4.85
4.71
4.75
8.55
8.05
7.73
8.46

12.16
11.61
10.77
11.45
8.73
8.34
8.32

Fuel Dia.
(inches)

0.2120
0.2120
0.2122
0.2122
0.2101
0.2134
0.2135
0.2116
0.2135
0.2135
0.2118
0.2111
0.2115
0.2115
0.2119
0.2120
0.1944
0.1949
0.1948

Fuel Temperature
EOL* (°C)

Surface Centerline

769
762
769
766
855
925
823
851
851
846
967
862
870
853
818
798
866
877
847

1703
1723
1783
1787
1838
1475
1363
1386
1751
1767
1851
1722
2078
1999
1870
1921
1788.
1817
1797

Fuel Density
(% TD)

95.1*91 .6

93.2
95.0
98.0
93.5
90.2
92.4
94.6
97.0
95.3
95.2
98.0
97.8
96.9
95.6
91.8
93.2
94.6

Grain Growth Radius
Burnup (inches)
MWd/MTM Columnar Equiaxed

8070
8180
8680
8950
9090

26340
26740
26710
42140
40980
39570
24250
58200
57180
55720
27760
60550
49820
51960

0.0382
0.0244
0.0371
0.0498
0.0568
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.0413
0.0440
0.0536
0.0467
0.0803
0.0822
0.0652
0.0653

0.0524
0.0559

0.0600
0.0474
0.0550
0.0799
0.0763
0.0467
0.0280
0.0360
0.0707
0.0732
0.0751
0.0742

0.G760

0.0691
0.0699

Gas Release

12.9
8.2

15.1
18.1
29.9
10.7
12.5
13.1

62.2
64.5
65.4
30.1
92.2
94.3
65.2
53.6
73.7
67.5
71.5

*End-of-Life
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All temperatures in Table 2 are taken directly from the SIEX calculations

with the exceptions of three rods, PNL 3-8, 3-27 and 3-33. Peak BOL tempera-

tures calculated by SICX for these rods were unreasonably low (%300 0C) when

compared to their measured equiaxed grain growth. The other 16 rods used in

high burnup data base consistently predicted grain growth boundary temperatures

of -,1450oC. Dutt later confirmed that SIEX was underpredicting temperatures

for the PNL 3 rods.(21)

In order that temperatures for these three rods be made consistent with

the other 16 high burnup rods, the original temperature histories for these

rods, as predicted by SIEX, were normalized to calculated BOL temperatures

based on a 1450 0C grain growth temperature. The EOL temperatures from this

normalized temperature history were then used in Table 2.

t These grain growth temperatures were estimated from SIEX BOL temperature

profiles. which in all but one instance represented the peak temperature during
the rod life.'
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C. Model Fitting

1. Diffusion Theory (ANS 5.4 Model)

(C.S. Rim, Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute)

The stable isotope solution of the burnup dependent diffusion model

(Equation 21 in Section II - A2b) was fitted to various stable fission

gas release data. The modified diffusion coefficient, D', was

assumed to be a function of temperature and burnup in the following

form

D' = (Do/a 2 ) e-Q/RT x 1 0 0 Bu/B

where

T is the local fuel temperature (-K)

R is. the gas constant (cal/mole K)

Q is the activation energy (cal/mole)

Bu is the accumulated local burnup (MWD/t)

D /a2, Q and B were determined to meet the following requirements

1) Fit to 45 low burnup data

2) Fit to 1.9 high burnup data

3) Low release for low temperature fuel even at high burnup

Low and high burnup data quoted in 1) and 2) above are described in

detail in Section II - B. Based on the review of fission gas release

data from low temperature fuel (Section III - B,), the third requirement

was determined to be "less than 0.25% release at 30,000 MWD/ t from

a pellet with the centerline temperature of 9000C and a. surface

temperature of 400oC".
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In analyzing the data, the total irradiation period was divided into

a series of time steps with a burnup increment of 1,000 MWD/t and the

diffusion coefficients were calculated using burnups corresponding to

the midpoints of each time step. The pellets were subdivided into 10

radial rings of equal volume, and the average temperature and burnup in each

ring were used in determining diffusion coefficients.

For low burnup data,which were obtained from thermal reactor irradiations,

detailed radial power distributions were used in calculating local fission

gas production rates, burnups and fuel temperatures. A uniform radial

power distribution was assumed for high burnup fuel pins which were irradiated

in EBR - II, a fast reactor. High burnup data were analyzed using parabolic

radial temperature distributions and an axial power distribution with a peak

to average power ratio of 1.08.

The steep temperature gradient across the pellet and the nonlinear form

of the model have necessitated the use of nonlinear regression techniques to

fit the model and data. For a given set of data, many values of Do/a 2,Q and

B were tried, in order to obtain a small residual sum -of squares, SR

S2 n (FP Fm 2

j 1I J

where n is the number of data points, FP is the predicted fission gas

th
release for the j data point,and Fm 1s the measured fission gas release

for the jth data point. An effort was also made to obtain
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the regression line close to the ideal one, i,e., FP= Fm.

An extensiveparametric study resulted in the following parameters

which give a best fit to the low and high burnup data sets and meet

the low temperature requirement

D0/a 2 = 0.61 sec-I

Q = 72,300 cal/mole

B = 28,000 MWD/t

Figure II C - 1 shows acomparison between measured and predicted fission

gas release for 45 low burnup data. For this data set, the correlation

coefficient is 0.88 and the regression line is

Fp = 0.97 Fm + 1.9

where FP and Fm are predicted and measured fission gas release in percent

The goodness of fit to the high burnup data is shown in Figure II C - 2.

For this data set, the correlation coefficient is 0.97 and the regression

line is

Fp = 0.91 Fm + 1.33

The fission gas release calculated for low temperature fuel (T = 90010C~C

T = 400 0 C) is 0.23% at 30,000 MWD/t and, therefore, the model satisfiesS

the low temperature requirement. Although the low release restriction

was included in order to maintain consistency with the low temperature data.,

it did not change the goodness of fit to both low and high burnup data

significantly.
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Fission gas release calculated by the model at constant fuel temperature

and power is shown in Figure II C - 3. Figure II C - 4 shows the

results with step changes in fuel temperature and power at 20,000 MWD/t.

The- effect of burnup enhancement factor in the diffus.ion coefficient

is given in Table 11 C - 1. Also presented in Table II C - 1 are

results for pellets with given centerline and surface temperatures and

parabolic radial temperature and uniform radial power distributions.
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Figure il C - 1

MEASURED vs PREDICTED FISSION GAS RELEASE

(low burnup data < 19000 94D/t)
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Figure 1I 'C - 2

MEASURED vs PREDICTED FISSION GAS RELEASE

(high burnup data < 60600 MWD/t)
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Fig.II C - 3 Fission Gas Release at Constant Temperature and Power
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Fig. I1 C-4 Fission Gas Release with Step Changes in Temperature and Power
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2. Comparison with Beyer-Hann/NRC Model

(R. 0. Meyer, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission)

Comparisons (using GAPCON-THERMAL-2) have been made of the ANS-5.4 model

and the Beyer-Hann fission gas release model. They were expected to

agree well in the burnup range below 20,000 MWd/t because both models

were based on the same low-burnup data base. However, the ANS-5.4 model

overpredicted the Beyer-Hann model significantly above 5,000 MWd/t for

high linear power ratings.

These comparisons were continued for burnups above 20,000 MWd/t by using

the NRC correction function with the Beyer-Hann model. They were expected

to agree in this burnup range as well because both were derived from a

second high-burnup data base. Again they do not agree. While the ANS-

5.4 model overpredicts the other model significantly at 20,000 MWd/t,

the trend reverses at about 38,000 MWd/t, and by 50,000 MWd/t the ANS-

5.4 underpredicts the other model significantly. See Fig. 1 for a

typical comparison.

The ANS-5.4 Working Group considered two approaches in deriving the

release correlation. One approach provided a best-fit to. the low-burnup

data and made a discontinuous switch to a burn-up dependent function at

20,000 MWd/t. This approach would have resulted in lower gas release

predictions below 20,000 MWd/t and would have assurred agreement with

the Beyer-Hann model. The approach was rejected because there was no

fundamental basis for a discontinuity in the model at 20,000 MWd/t,

because the low-burnup data base was very sparse above 10,000 MWd/t, and

because the burnup dependence would have been stronger than we believed

reasonable at high burnups. The second approach, that taken by the ANS-

5.4 Working Group, assumes a single continuous function which applies at

all burnups. The agreement between this function and the data is good

as demonstrated by correlation coefficients of 0.88 (low burnup) and

0.97 (high burnup). This agreement is illustrated in Figures IIC-l and

IIC-2. Nevertheless, there is a suggestion that the use of the high

burnup EBR-II data results in overpredictions for the transition range

near 20,000 MWd/t, particularly at high power levels.
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At the time the ANS-5.4 model was developed, additional data were not

available to quantify such overpredictions. The Working Group has

concluded that the model is the best candidate for a standard that the

present state-of-the-art will allow.
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D. REDUCING APPLICATION ERRORS (L.D. Noble, GE)

The total release within any axial segment of a fuel rod is the integral

of the radial release distribution. The error introduced by approximating

the integral should not be so large that it contributes significantly to

the uncertainty in the calculated fuel rod release. If it is assumed that

other uncertainties, such as in the fission gas model itself, in the power

and temperature distributions, etc., are of the order of 15%, then the

integration-error should be < 7%.

A number of calculations were performed to investigate the error introduced

by an integration scheme using N equally spaced nodes. The release fraction

in each node was computed using the node average temperature.

A simplified relationship between fuel temperature and power was used:

T = 560 + 20P + 95P (l-X)

2where T is the fuel temperature, (K), at radial location X = (r/R) , and

P is the power in KW/ft. This relation is equivalent, for typical LWR rods,

to assuming no pellet flux depression, a constant pellet-to-coolant heat

transfer coefficient of 750 Btu/ft2-hr-°F, and a fuel thermal conductivity

of 0.0273 w/cm-°C. Calculations were performed for power levels between 1

and 20 KW/ft at the four different sets of time and exposure shown in

Table 1.

The maximum calculated percentage error in the release fraction F for all

the cases considered is plotted in Figure 1 as a function of the number of

nodes N. (Calculations with N=lO0 were used as the "correct" answers). The

trend in the maximum error was similar, regardless of whether equal volume,

or equal radial increment nodes were used. The maximum percentage error for

some cases which had equal temperature differences, AT, between nodes is

plotted in Figure 2.

The results indicate that it is the number of radial nodes, not the

temperature difference, which is the primary factor in reducing integration

error. Six or more nodes appear sufficient in all cases (in most cases

4 to 5 is acceptable).
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TABLE I: COMBINATIONS USED IN ASSESSING ERROR

TIME

(YEARS)

0.1

0.5

3

8

EXPOSURE

(GWD/t)

1

5

25

50

D't 1 00 Bu/28

2.28XI0
6

2.20XI01

3.55XI09

5.78XI0

POWER

(KW/FT)

1 to 20

of

TEMPERATURE
('K)

560 to 2860

of

mm

is

ma
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Equal volume nodes
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FIGURE 1 ERROR IN RELEASE FRACTION VERSUS
NUMBER OF RADIAL PELLET NODES.
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E. RELEASE OF IODINE, CESIUM, AND TELLURIUM (R. L. Ritzman, SAI)

1. GENERAL

A survey of the literature for the past twenty years revealed

about a dozen studies of iodine, cesium, or tellurium release from UO2 ,

either in-reactor or out-of-reactor. The data that have been reported

were obtained using a variety of techniques and conditions. Only three

or four studies represented systematic investigations over a sizeable

temperature range with prototypical UO2 fuel specimens. It was consid-

ered impractical to obtain absolute release parameters from this limited

data base. A principal factor in this judgment was the absence of dif-

ferential release rate data in the studies, without which an assessment

of the possible "burst release effect" cannot be made. However, since

the systematic studies noted above included noble gas release measure-

ments as well as iodine, cesium, and tellurium release measurements, it
does appear feasible to obtain relative release parameters for iodine,

cesium, and tellurium from the data set. In such a case the "burst

release effect" for each of the different species would tend to cancel

and its influence on the release parameters would be minimized.

The considerable effort to develop a standard analytical method

for the noble gases has resulted in a procedure which is based on dif--

fusion theory.* In order to be compatible, the method for the other

volatile fission products should have the same basis. Therefore, the

plan for the present work was to use what data are available from the

literature to develop diffusion parameter ratios for each fission pro-

duct relative to xenon. The reference noble gas diffusion parameter

(D') could then be multiplied by these ratios to obtain D' values for

the other fission products for use in the ANS-5.4 model. Several cri-

teria for data acceptance were formulated to promote applicability of

the derived diffusion parameter ratios to the conditions of commercial

fuel rod operation. The criteria are listed as follows:

*As descrihrd Hin this r,*",.
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1) Only fission product and noble gas release data obtained

in the same experiment were to be used in deriving

sets of diffusion parameter ratios. This is consistent

with the relative nature of the procedure.

2) Release data for these species were to be limited to

measurements made at temperatures above about 1000°C

since diffusion release is regarded as important at

these higher temperatures.

3) The release data were obtained from high density

UO2 samples (greater than about 92% theoretical

density) since this is more characteristic of

reactor grade fuel.

4) The UO2 samples used in the studies were stoichio-

metric or slightly hyperstoichiometric in composition

since this is also more characteristic of reactor

grade fuel.
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2. DATA SOURCES

On the basis of the above criteria, two~reports from the litera-

ture were identified as sources of data for obtaining diffusion'parameter

ratios. Each of the studies involved post-irradiation heating experi-

ments rather thanin-ýpile tests at elevated temperatures. .The first data

source was the work of Davies, Long, and Stanaway(1) who mea'sured D'/Dx'e

Xe' , DTe' /Dxe ratios for a series of U02 sintered compacts, sin-

tered spheroids, and fused spheroids of various densities at temperatures

ranging from 1000 C to 21500C in hydrogen. A total of 19 separate values

was reported for samples which had a density of 10.16 g/cc or greater.

The results as given by the authors are listed here in Table I (Iodine/

Xenon), Table 2 (Cesium/Xenon), and Table 3 •(Tellurium/Xenon).

The second data source was the work of Parker, Creek, Barton,

Martin, and Lorenz (2) who measured the fractional release of xenon and

the other fission products from reactor-type UO2 samples (93 -94% theo-

retical density) during 5.5 hour anneals at temperatures ranging from

1400°C to 2260°C in helium. From the reported experiments, a group was

selected in which the measured fission product release fractions were

low enough to allow calculation of D' ratios using the simple diffusion

equation. The results of these experiments and calculations are listed

in Table 4 (Iodine/Xenon), Table 5 (Cesium/Xenon), and Table 6 (Tellur-

ium/Xenon).

Other reports were identified in which the investigators applied

classical diffusion theory to interpret post-irradiation release data.

However, these reports either used one of the sets of data noted above or

did not provide the basic release data from which the classical diffu-

sion coefficients were derived. Therefore these sources were not included

in this analysis.
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It should be noted that no specific evidence exists which would

confirm that diffusion parameter ratios obtained from out-of-pile

heating experiments are applicable for predicting fission product release

under in-pile conditions. In-pile irradiation is.accompanied by certain

phenomena which do not occur out-of-pile such as continuous generation of

fission product species, fission-induced re-solution from lattice

trapping sites or gas. bubbles, and perhaps even fission enhanced

transport of species within the solid. However, the ratio approach

noted above offers the best potential for compensating for such

absolute differences in environmental and mechanistic factors until

definitive in-pile data become available., The method utilized here

should be applied with the realization that future in-pile work could

result in modifications to the parameter ratios or perhaps even to the

basic approach.
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Table I. Diffusion Parameter Ratios Obtained for
Iodine/Xenon in Reference (1)

Sample Density Surface Area Temperature D'/D,
Type g/cm3  cm2 /g °C ____Xe

Sintered 10.3 140 1000 15.2

Compacts 10.3 140 1000 39.7

Compacts 10.3 140 1200 8.4

Compacts 10.3 140 1400 5.3

Compacts -- 100 1600 1.7

Compacts 10.3 10 1600 19.4

Compacts 10.8 5 1600 6.3

Compacts 10.16 4 1300 53.3

Compacts 10.7 7 2000 7.8

Compacts 10.7 7 2150 1.4

Sintered -- 25 1200 4.4

Spheroids -- 25 1400 28.1

Spheroids -- 25 1600 7.3

Spheroids -- 25 1600 16.8

Spheroids -- 25 1600 12.3

Spheroids -- 25 1600 2.0

Spheroids -- 103 1400 6.3

Fused

Spheroid 10.6 77 1200 4.0

Spheroid 10.6 77 1600 16.8
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Table 2. Diffusion Parameter Ratios Obtained for
Cesium/Xenon in Reference (1)

Sample Density Surface Area Temperature s/D ne
Type g/cm3  cm2 /g oc

Sintered 10.3 140 1000 5.76

Compact 10.3 140 1000 26.0

Compact 10.3 140 1200 1.96

Compact 10.3 140 1400 1.96

Compact - n100 1600 5.29

Compact 10.3 10 1600 39.7

Compact 10.8 5 1600 0.64

Compact 10.7 7 2000 4.84

Compact 10.7 7 2050 0.83

Compact 10.7 7 2150 0.141

Sintered - 25 1200 1.0

Spheroids - 25 1400 21.2

Spheroids - 25 1600 0.36

Spheroids - 25 1600 6.25

Spheroids - 25 1600 0.64
Spheroids - 25 1600 0.36

Spheroids - 25 1400 6.25

Fused 10.6 77 1200 1.0

Spheroids 10.6 77 1600 3.24
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Table 3. Diffusion Parameter Ratios Obtained for
Tellurium/Xenon in Reference (1)

Sample Density Surface Area Temperature D' j/D,
Type g/cm3  cm2 /g oC

Sintered 10.3 140 1000 7.84

Compacts 10.3 140 1000 24.0

Compacts 10.3 140 1200 15.2

Compacts 10.3 140 1400 7.29

Compacts 10.3 19 1600 100.

Compacts 10.8 5 1600 121.

Compacts 10.16 4 1300 44.9

Compacts 10.7 7 2000 13.0

Sintered - 25 1200 6.76

Spheroids - 25 1400 39.7

Spheroids - 25 1600 110.3

Spheroids - 25 1600 196.

Spheroids - 25 1600 441.

Spheroids - 25 1600 441.

Spheroids - 103 1400 10.9

Fused 10.6 77 1200 32.5

Spheroids 10.6 77 1600 259.
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Table 4. Diffusion Parameter Ratios Calculated from Release
Data for Iodine and Xenon in Reference (2)

Fraction Released
Sample % Theo. ,Temperature in 5.5 Hours
Type Density °C I Xe D X

PWR-UO 2  93-94 1515 0.058 0.013 19.9

PWR-U0 2  93-94 1610 0.065 0.027 5.8

PWR-UO 2  93-94 1710 0.096 0.026 13.6

PWR-UO 2  93-94 1800 0.12 0.037 10.5

PWR-UO2 93-94 1900 0.16 0.097 2.7

PWR-UO 2  93-94 1400 0.04 0.008 25.0

EGCR-UO 2  97 1400 0.009 0.008 1.3

PWR-UO2  93-94 1400 0.016 0.005 10.2

PWR-UO 2  93-94 1400 0.23 0.061 14.2

EGCR-UO 2  97 1610 0.037 0.026 2.0

PWR-UO 2  93-94 1610 0.055 0.060 0.84

PWR-UO 2  93-94 1610 0.25 0.14 3.2

P.WR-UO 2  93-94 1780 0.12 0.037 10.5

EGCR-UO2 97 1780 0.24 0.12 4.0
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Table 5. Diffusion Parameter Ratios Calculated from Release
Data for Cesium and Xenon in Reference (2)

Sample
.Type

PWR-U0
2

PWR-U0
2

PWR-U0
2

PWR-U0
2

PWR-U0
2

PWR-UO2

EGCR-U0 2

PWR-U0 2

PWR-U0 2

EGCR-U0 2

PWR-U0 2

PWR-U0 2

% Theo.
Density

93-94

93-94

93-94

93-94

93-94

93-94

97

93-94

93-94

97

93-94

93-94

TemperatureOc

1515

1610

1710

1800

1900

1980

1400

1400

1400

1610

1610

1780

Fraction Released
in 5.5 Hours
Cs Xe

0.014

0.017

0.027

0.032

0.086

0.15

0.026

0.005

0.21

0.12

0.20

0.032

0.013

0.027

0.026

0.037

0.097

0.12

0.008

0.005

0.061

0.026

0.060

0.037

D'Cs /D'Xe

1.16

0.396

1.08

0.748

0.786

1.56

10.6

1.0

11.9

21.3

11.1

0.748
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Table 6. Diffusion Parameter Ratios Calculated from
Release Data for Tellurium and Xenon in
Reference (2)

Sample
Type

% Theo.
Density

PWR-UO 2

PWR-UO 2

PWR-UO2

PWR-UO 2

PWR-UO 2

EGCR-UO 2

PWR-UO 2

PWR-UO 2

EGCR-U0 2

PWR-UO 2

93-94

93-94

93-94

93-94

93-94

97

93-94

93-94

97

93-94

Temperature
oc

1515

1610

1710

1800

1400

1400

1400

1400

1610

1780

Fraction Released
in 5.5 Hours
Te Xe

0.029

0.12

0.20

0.21

0.039

0.008

0.012

0.16

0.12

0.21

0.013

0.027

0.026

0.037

0.008

0.008

0.005

0.061

0.026

0.037

D'Te/D'xe

4.98

19.75

59.2

32.2

23.8

1.0

5.76

6.88

21.3

32.2
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3. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA SOURCES

Inspection of Tables 1 through6 reveals a total of 33-determi-

nations of D'/D',e' 31 determinations of D Cs/DXe, and 27 determinations

of D-e/Dxe as a function-of temperature. Assuming D2 values for each

individual species would follow the expected Arrhenius equation, the

form of the D' ratio versus temperature expressions should be:

D'Fp/D'xe = D'/x exp [(QXe-QFP)/RT] (1)

or,

I n(D -Fp/ D'X) = ln(D' 0 /D' 0e) +[QeF)/RT] (2)

where, 0 FP = the diffusion parameter for iodine, cesium, or tellurium

at temperature T, (sec-1) -.1

D' Xe = the diffusion parameter for xenon at

(sec- 1 )

0'F0p=
DFP the limiting diffusion parameter for

6r tellurium, (sec-1)

temperature T,

iodine, cesium,

xenon, (sec 1).'D 1e= the limiting diffusion parameter for

QFP = the activation energy for iodine, cesium, or tellurium

diffusion, (cal/g-atom)

Qxe = the activation energy for xenon diffusion, (cal/g-atom)

R = the gas constant, (cal/g-atom, K)

T = the absolute temperature, (K)
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Using the form of the expression in equation (2), each set of D' ratio

versus temperature determinations was subjected to a linear regression

analysis. The results of the analysis are displayed in Figure 1 (Iodine/

Xenon), Figure 2 (Cesium/Xenon), and Figure 3 (Tellurium/Xenon). Each

figure contains the individual data points, the estimated regression

line for the set of data, and the 90% confidence limits for the regres-

sion line. The estimated regression lines in the three figures corres-

pond to the following set of D' ratio expressions:

D'I/D'xe 5.75 x l- 1 exp (8900/RT) (3)

D'Cs/D Xe 7.58 x 10- 2exp (12100/RT) (4)

D'Te/D' xe 1.10 x 103exp (-12500/RT) (5)

In the ANS 5.4 model, each of the above expressions can be multiplied by

the reference Arrhenius expression for noble gases to obtain reference

Arrhenius expressions for each of the other volatile fission products.

The constants in Equations (3), (4), and (5) represent expected

values. However, these constants are subject to some uncertainty. There-

'fore, 90% confidence limit values were obtained for each of the constants.

The resulting lower and upper limit values are given in Table 7. It is

the simultaneous effect of the uncertainty in (D' 0/D' 0) and (Qxe-Fp)

that produces the 90% confidence limit curve's which are shown in Figures

1, 2, and 3.
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Table 7. 90% Confidence Limit Values for the
Constants in the D' Ratio Expressions

DF0 / D' e (sec- )
FP Xe Qxe -QFP (cal/g-atom)

Fission Product
FP Lower Limit Upper Limit Lower Limit Upper Limit

I 8. 06x10-
2

5. 38x10-
3

4.04x10
1

4. 10x10
0

1.07x10
0

2. 98x104

Cs

Te

2900

2800

-23600

15000

21400

-1300

Table 8. Fission Product D' Ratio Results Assuming
Temperature Independence for the Ratios

Diffusion Parameter
Ratio

D'iodine/D'noble

D'cesium/D'noble

D'tellurium/D'noble

Geometric
Mean Value

Geometric
Std. Dev.

7.2

2.3

2.8

4.3

4.428.5

.1*
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4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The results of the above analyses are based on limited sets of

data and on a particular interpretation of those data. The use of dif-

fusion theory almost certainly represents an oversimplification of a

complex migration and release process for these species, but it is thought

to be the best approach for the current level of available information.

Inspection of Figures 1, 2, and 3 and Table 7 reveals the considerable

uncertainties that exist in the derived D' ratio expressions given by

Equations (3), (4), and (5). Therefore, these equations should be

applied with caution, recognizing the limited precision with which the

ANS 5.4 model can be extended to predict releases of iodine, cesium, and

tellurium from UO2 fuel.

Some effort was made in this studyto correlate the out-of-pile

data with results of a series of relatively recent in-pile experiments

reported by Friskney, et al (3,4,5) The data in Ref. (3), while subject

to rather large uncertainties, suggest cesium/xenon diffusivity ratios

that are both lower and of opposite temperature dependence than shown by

the results in Figure 2. Unfortunately, these data were obtained from

tiny particles of high-porosity U02 which are not prototypical of LWR fuel.

The data in Ref. (4) and (5) provide somewhat conflicting results for

iodine/xenon diffusivity ratios; at sufficiently high temperatures, data

from Ref. (4) indicate ratios which fall among or below the lower values

in Figure 1 while data from Ref. (5) indicate ratios which are more

consistent with the out-of-pile data in Figure 1. In general, the number

of in-pile determinations in either reference are too few to constitute a

strong test of the statistical fit shown in the figure. It is well to

point out, however, that the in-pile results tend to reinforce the

statement made above that the equations derived from the out-of-pile data

should be applied with caution.

Because of the large uncertainties, it is attractive to
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adopt a much simpler approach for estimating D' ratio values; namely, to

ignore the suggested differences in activation energies between species

and to treat the D' ratios as a set of temperature independent data.

This would be equivalent to assuming that the activation energies for

iodine, cesium, and tellurium diffusion are all equivalent to that for

xenon diffusion. The results of re-analyzing the three sets of data,

using this assumption, are given in Table 8. On the basis of these

results the proper D' ratio values (rounded to one significant figure)

for use in ANS-5.4 high temperature model would be:

D'iodine/D'noble = 7

D'cesium/D'noble = 2

D'tellurium/D'noble = 3x10'

However, itshould be noted (see Table 8) that these values are uncertain
by factors of roughly 3 or 4 at the one standard deviation level. Thus

the simple approach also yields a rather crude approximation of the dif-

fusion parameters for the non-noble gas species.

In conclusion, it is probably worth emphasizing again that the

simple ratios listed above, which were obtained from out-of-pile experiments,

may not be applicable under in-pile conditions. In the case of iodine, for

example, several studies (4,6,7) indicate that the value of the iodine/xenon

ratio-would be less than one during in-pile irradiation. The in-pile experi-
(3)ments involving cesium release indicate similar behavior for the cesium/

xenon diffusivity ratio. These findings, while not conclusive, suggest that

the above ratios may be conservatively high. Therefore, as additional data

become available, the approach and assumptions adopted for the present analysis

should be re-evaluated for compatability with the new information.
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F. EFFECT OF PRECURSORS ON RELEASE OF FISSION PRODUCT GASES

(M.J.F. Notley)

F.l Release by Diffusion

In the foregoing sections, it is assumed that the production
of fission product gases is proportional, to the local fission .rate

in the fuel. However, the gases are daughters of precursors which
may themselves move in the fuel before decaying. The fractional
release of a particular isot'ope will be. increased if the precursor
is able to diffuse before decaying. Thus', decay products having
precursors with relatively high diffusivities and half-lives which
are a significant fraction of the irradiation time will experience
the' greatest increase in fractional release.

Friskney and Speighr (1) have developed the mathemaLics for
the release of an isotope with radioactive precursors, under con-
stant irradiation conditions. The case of a variable irradiation
history is more complex and the mathematics have not yet been
developed. However for most practical situations. it is Usually
sufficient to consider only the last period of irradiation,
averaging over three half-lives for the isotope under
consideration.

Friskney and Speight conclude that for chains with short-
lived precursors (of the order of a few minutes) little error
should be introduced by ignoring precursor movement. For Xe-135
(with a 6.7 h half-life iodine precursor) release is considerably
augmented by precursor diffusion. Even .if the precursor and the
daughter product have the same diffusion coefficient, releases will
be higher. than, calculated considering the daughter alone.

These deductions are confirmed by experiment.. Turnbull et
al. (2) show that the release of Xe-135 exceeds that of Kr-85 after
several weeks irradiation, even though the half-life of the Kr-85
is greater than that of the Xe-135. This is due to diffusion of
the 1-135 precursor. In practice, release may be significantly
underestimated if the ratio of the decay constant of the precursor
to that of the released daughter is less than about 10, particu-
larly if the. irradiation period is of the order of the half-life of
the longer-lived isotope.

Figure I taken from reference I indicates the magnitude of
the effect of precursor diffusion (in this case 1-133 with a half
life of 20.9 hours). Section E of this report indicates that
DI/DXe is approximately 3 at high temperatures, therefore
the effect could be significant for both Xe-133 and Xe-135. For
example, if the fractional release of Xe-133 wer.e calculated to be
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0.07 (by the-formalism suggested earlier in this report), then
Figure 1 suggests that-the release allowing for iodine diffusion
would be about 1i.5 x higher at this particular temperature (compare
curve: I with curve 7). At higher tem'peratures the factor decreases
(compare curve 6 with curve 8). "A- more' detailed mo'del than 'that
propos~ed. in this standard should attempt to allow for preculrsor
diffusion, since 'the standard is non-cons-ervat'ive in so fartas it
ignores the effect. 'However, integrated ýover a typical fuel
element, the error due to this source is unlikely to be more than

about a factor of 1.1.

F.2 Release by Knock Out and Recoil

At- low tem pe'ratures, precursors' as well' as daughter products
are immobile. Th;e'refore low temperature knock out or recoil
releases are not affected by precursor movement.

F.3 Consequences of theRelease. of a Precursor

If a precursor is released to the gap it will decay and add
to the inventory of the daughter, thus apparently increasing the
fractional release of the daughter. Assume that the fractional
release of the precursor is F , then only (l-Fp) of the
precursor remains within the fuel to decay to the daughter and to
be released subsequently by diffusion or knockout. The released
precursor atoms all decay into daughter products, whoseeffective
fractional release by this route will therefore be equal to Fp.
The fractional release of the daughters of the atoms remaining in

the fuel is Fd, calculated as in this standard, -assuming the
cumulative yield of the daughter. Thus the' effective total
fractional release of the daughter

Fd Fd (1 - F ) + .......... (1)

This equation applies to both high and low teimperature release
mechanisms, but in practice for the low temperature calculations
can be reduced to

Fd = Fd.+ Fp

since both Fd and Fp are small (<10-4).
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When considering the high temperature releases, the release
of the precursor should be calculated and .the above correction made
to ,the effective release of the daughter. However, we do not have
reliable estimat-es. for the diffusion coefficient for bromine (see
Section E) so are unable to correct the calculations for krypton
release. The bromine isotopes of: interest have very short half
lives (<1900 sec.) so their fractional release is likely to be low
and halve little effect.
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III. LOW TEMPERATURE FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE

A. Mathematics of the Knockout Model (R. A. Lorenz, ORNI)

The classical knockout model states that the rate of knockout (release)

of an isotope per unit of geometrical surface area is proportional to the

volumetric concentration of the isotope and the volumetric fission rate:

where

R = knockout (release) rate of an isotope, atoms/sec,

2
S = geometrical surface area of fuel pellet, cm 2

4'
CI= a proportionality constant, cm /fission,

N = number of atoms of the isotope in the fuel,
3

V = volume of fuel,. cm , and

f = volumetric fission rate, fissions/cm .sec.

Fuel of density less than theoretical may contain open porosity of size

sufficient for knockout atoms to escape, thus requiring an addition to the

geometrical surface area.

For radioactive isotopes at production-decay equilibrium,

R Clv ~-(f) (2)

where

B = birth rate, atoms/sec, and
-l

X = decay constant, sec

3
since the total number of atoms of an isotope = B/ , Atoms/cm3, and the number

of atoms escaping is relatively very small.
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An alternative form of Eq. (2) is:

R C1  f 2y (3)

where

Y = the isotopic yield, atoms/fission,

since B/V = fY.

The fractional release of radioactive isotopes is obtained directly

from Eq. 2.

RF Sf (4)

where

F - fraction of an isotope existing outside (released from) the fuel.

An alternative form of Eq. (4) is:

F r? C (5)
C 2 X

where

-i

C2= a proportionality constant calculated for S/V = 6.0 cm ,*

in units of metric tons per space megawatt second, and

P = specific power, MW/t (megawatts per metric ton).

For stable isotopes or those with very long half-lives, the concentration

increases with time. If we assume a constant production rate, neglect the

small fraction released, and assume uniform concentration throughout the

fuel, the concentration is given by

N fyt (6)
V

where

_N• =the concentration of a stable isotope, atoms/cm3

V

t = irradiation time, sec.

A typical value for commercial LWR fuel pellets.
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In analogy with Eq. 1, the release rate of a stable isotope at irradiation time

t is given by

R =S dN/dt • C fY (7)

where

C1 = the same proportionality constant used in Eqs. 1, 2, 3, and 4.

The total number of atoms of the isotope released from start of irradiation

to time t is given by

t~2
No =C 1 S f 2 Yf tdt = C Sf2yY t2 (8)

1 ~ 12
0

The total number of atoms of the isotope produced is

NT = fYtV (9)

The fraction released from start of irradiation to time t is therefore

1  S ft (10)
N 2 V

Since the quantity ft is proportional to burnup, the fraction released can be

expressed as

S
F C S Bu (11)

3 V

where

C = proportionality constant, -i-, and

Bu = burnup, MWd/t.
-l

For commercial fuel pellets where S/V = 6 cm

F C4 Bu (12)

where

C4 = 6C 3 , t/MWd.
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B. Low Temperature Data Base (R. A. Lorenz, ORNL)

The data sources for fission gas release at low temperature are

divided into two groups: (1) stable gas and long-lived isotopes, e.g. 85Kr,

and (2) short-lived active gas release. In the case of stable gas release,

emphasis has been in gathering data at high burnup. Irradiation temperatures

werenot always available. The accuracy and consistency of published temperatures

were not evaluated.

1. Stable Fission Gas Release

Five groups of fuel rods were found which provided useful stable

fission gas release results, (Refs. 1-8 and Appendix F); data from these rods

are summarized in Table 1. It was not possible to determine which of these

rods (if any) experienced gas release as a result of only low temperature

release mechanisms. Where the irradiation conditions varied within a given

group: (DIDO, Yankee-Rowe, and VBWR-Dresden), it. was clear that a direct

correlation existed between either calculated centerline temperature or

linear heat rating and the amount of gas released, especially when other

rods (not included in Table 1 because of high fission gas release) were

considered.

In order to help determine selection criteria for the purpose of

discerning which fuel rod gas release data were relatively unaffected by

high-temperature release mechansims, the data of Bellamy and Rich (DIDO) were

plotted as shown in Fig. 1. This set was chosen since data from a large

number of fuel pins were available with fairly complete temperature informa-

tion. Centerline temperature was plotted as a function of burnup since

Bellamy and Rich had observed that fission gas release increased with
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Table 1. Fuel samples exhibiting low release of stable fission

gas and 85Kr at high burnupa

Peak Fission gas

Peak heat centerline Burnup release
Fuel rod ratingb temperature (MWd/MT) M

85Facility No. (w/cm) C~C) Avg. Peak Xe Kr

DIDOc

H. B. Robinsond

H. B. Robinsone

BETTf

5029
5032
5034
5030
5037
5031
5038
5025
5023.
5024
5033
5028
5020
5019
5026
5022
5039

943
v27

1072
* 943
1033
1061

1068

1357

1279
42465

'\'2250

1'160
I'I150

850

850

850
850
850
850
850
850

1350

H-i
K-7
K-9
K-4
M-4
L-4
D-12
H-15

79-163

Yankee-Roweh H3-C-fl
H3-C-a6
K4-C-f6
E6-C-a6
F5-SW-d6
F4-C-f6
F5-C-al
E6-C-fl
F5-NW-d4
F4-SW-d2
KS-C-al
F4-SW-a5
F5-NW-al
F4-NE-fl
H5-NW-al

327-292-244
327-292-244
327-292-244
327-292-244
327-292-244
327-292-244
327-292-244
327-292-244

313-305-306

.98-103-85
120-97-i03
45-47-39

157-147-113
157-149-189
157-183-185
133-167-157
156-146-111
159-177-198
190-110-206
61-77-63

217-234-235
192-192-240
210-320-198
200-239-193

14,250
15,680
13,210.
14,060
18,340
15,490
19,290
17,860
21,000
23,250
13,780
10,925
8,075

19,000
19,570
35,340
40,000

28,000
28,000
28,000
28,000
28,000
28,000
28,000
28,000

.7,440
9,320
3,560

28,700
18,300
12,260
20,100
28,400
19,720
10,700
5,710

12,240
23,860
15,160
14,820

14,960 c

16,460
13,870
14,760
19,260
16,260
20,250
18,750
22,050
24,410
14,470
11,470
.8,480

19,950
20,550
37,100
42,000

30,500
30i500
30,500
30,500
30,500
30,500
30,500
30,500

16, 4 0 0 g

9,-8701
12,020
4,350

33,870
22,140
16, 850
24,320
33,510
23,860
14,640
6,980

16,740
28,870
20,740
19,800

0.14
0.16
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.29
0.22
0.25

0.18

0.050
0.058
0.067
0.071
0.083
0.100
0.100
0.107
0.117
0.142
0.175
0.192
0.367
1.442
1.608

0.33
0.42

0.09
0.10
0.12
0.12
0.15
0.16
0.195
0.22
0.22
0.25
0.895.
0.92
1. 145
1. 48
2.36
2.53
3.16
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Table 1 (continued)

Peak Fission gas

Peak heat centerline Burnup release

rating temperature (MWd/MT) M%8
Facility Fuel rod No. (w/cm) (0 C) Avg. Peak Xe Kr

VBWR- A46 5J-R2D1O 341-257 24,200 27,800 0.076 0.06
DRESDEN B70 16J-R5D15 375-252 22,200 27,800 0.88 0.08

Al 5J-R2D7 304-229-192 35,400 37,500 ".0.10 ".0.08
A7 16J-R5D29 375-259-218 36,200 40,150 -.0.11 0.10
B52 4J-R2D23 291-219-184 32,800 36,100 -4.11 ".0.07
A35 5J-R2DI 348-262-220 31,700 33,900 -,0.12 ".0.08

- 14J-R4D17 422 n.9,000 "12,000 0.33 0.29
A9 12J-T6D80 463-259-218 35,400 38,600 0.38 0.25

- 12J-T6D8 510 "10,500 "'15,000 0.47 0.46
A13 1IJ-R2D93 446-277 28,200 32,700 0.51 0.58
B76 12J-R2D86 463-374 24,600 32,000 0.54 0.50
A18 14J-R4Dl8 422-241-203 35,100 39,300 10.56 \.0.35
All 13J-R4D5 429-254-214 36,600 40,300 0.66 0.43
A37 llJ-RlD73 446-277-233 37,300 41,000 %0.88 0.51
A41 1IJ-R6D14 446-297 26,400 31,350 0.92 0.93
B90 lIJ-RID69 446-297-250 36,500 41,250 1.04 0.69

- I1J-R1D71 402 "9,600 412,500 2.43 2.00
- 12J-R2D88 463 v4,700 \,6,900 \,2.62 2.63
- 11J-T2D25 490 ".10,900 --15,900 5.05 4.80

aExcept for peak heat rating, conditions listed are for end of irradiation.
b Ratings listed are for three successive thirds of burnup. For SA-1 rods,

ratings are for burnup increments "'0 to 10,000; 110,000 to 22,000; and N22,000 to
34,000 MWd/MT.

eak burnup assumed to be 1.'05 times average. Ref. 1.
ef 3. 3 8

e.ef. 2. Used stable Xe Iroduction of 28.2'cm3 (STP)/MWd/t. Used 85Kr content at
end of irradiation of 0.191 cmý (STP)/MWd.

fRef. 4 and Appendix F
gBurnup at fuel rod centerline. Burnup at surface 32,000 M1d/t.
.Ref. 5.
"Refs. 6 to 8. First rod number is Dresden SA-1 designation; second is VBWR.
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burnup for fuel irradiated at centerline temperatures near 1250*C.1

Supplemental temperature data were employed. (Ref. 1 and Appendix F).

The data in Fig. 1 are shown separated by a sloping straight line

which divides fuel'pins releasing <0.3% of the fission gas from those releasing

>0.8%. Those fuel pins in the low gas-release group had centerline tempera-

tures which remained below the line for their entire irradiation. These

data suggest that an upper temperature limit similar to that shown in Fig. 1

may be sufficient to determine which irradiations should be relatively unaffected

by high temperature fission gas release.

9
Centerline temperatures for the H. B. Robinson fuel rods, were plotted

in the same manner in Fig. 2 along with the suggested upper temperature limit.

It is clear that the H. B. Robinson fuel rod centerline temperature lay below

this temperature limit for almost the entire irradiation period. The calculated

ýtemperatures shown in Fig. 2 are biased high toward end-of-life because the

inclusion of an unrealistically high fission-gas-release model resulted in

low calculated gap thermal conductivity.

The temperature data for fuel pin BETT 79-163 (Ref. 4, Appendix F) are

plotted in a similar manner in Fig. 3. A number of the centerline temperature

peaks'penetrated the upper limit. Interpretation of data from this fuel pin

is complicated by high-enrichment uranium causing a significant flux depression

within the pin. Burnup at the fuel pellet surface was almost twice that at

the centerline.

Centerline temperature data for the Yankee-Rowe and VBWR-Dresden fuel

rods were not available. For both sets of data there is a trend toward lower

fission gas release with lower linear heat rating (lower centerline temperature).

These data are useful in that they do confirm the occurrence of low fission
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gas release (several tenths of a percent or less) at peak burnups of the order

of 30,000 to 40,000 MWd/t for rods irradiated at sufficiently low heat ratings.

2.Radioactive Fission Gas Release at Production-Decay Equilibrium

The release of radioactive fission gas is usually measured by sweeping

helium over small samples of bare fuel. Seven references 1 0 1 6 provided the

data listed in Table 2. Most of the data were obtained at low fission rates.

Commercial fuel operating at a heat rating where low temperature release might

be important would have a fission rate of the order of 1013 fissions/cm sec.

The criteria for selection of data demonstrating low temperature release

of radioactive fission gas are as follows. The exposure temperature was

limited to a maximum of 800°C. Soulhier13 believed that some of the release

observed at 80000 was a result of high-temperature diffusion. The fuel density

range was 10.08 to 10.96 g/cm 3. Lower density fuel released a much larger

fraction of the fission gas presumably because of extensive open porosity. 1 2 ' 1 3

Burnup was not a criteria for selection, although most samples exhibited an

17,initial gradual decrease in release rate. According to Carroll, the

decrease is usually not significant after 30 days of irradiation and the subsequent

gas release is about 1/3 to 1/2 the starting release." Data taken under condi-

tions of temporarily abnormal fuel geometry (high exposed surface area resulting

from power cycle-induced cracking15 or the opening of tunnels 16) were not

included. Subsequent irradiation tends to heal the cracks17 even in uncon-

strained fuel, and the tunnels close,18 especially in constrained fuel.
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Table 2. Release of radioactive fission gas at low temperature

Fuel cIhsracteristlcs -,
Surface-to-

volume
ratioa

(cm
2
/cm

3
)

Test
Researcher

Type "Density

(glcm 3)
Temperature

(c)

Irradiation
time
(d)

Fractional
release

p (_atoms/sec cel.)isotope see or-

- (oicentra I ;ou
Release . Fission x
rateb rater' finslop rate
(atoms fImqsiona_ (aesd~sIus

___cc.~ I r ) \ (Cm - secj

I

Helehan '63 •.

Jackson '64:.'

Carroll '65.,

Soulbler '66

Carroll '66-.

Carroll '69

Carroll '69

Turnbull '78

A-

C

2

C1-9

CI-12

Sintered
pellet

-Sintered
,pellet

1 10.08
(initial)
.10.85

9.45

- 9.45

13.3Sintered .10.49
.pellet r

,Single-
crystal

-discs

Sl ntered
pellet
Sintered
pellet
Sintered
pellet

10.69 22.9

10.26

10.41

10.63

320

430

800
800

600
600

600

600
600

230

230

230

<600
<600

11600

%600
%600

8 8 Kr 2.6 x lO- 2.36 x 1o'1 3 3Xe 1.14 x 107o 1.84 x 10-
3.50 x l0ol 6.16 X 1025

3.50 x 1011 4.46 x 1027

1 3 3
Xe

7.07

7.07

7.07

22.5

-16.2

0 88 8 Kr30 '8Kr:
133xe

90 
8 8

Kr
133*X

180 88a
180 K8r

0-5 Kre1 3 3
Xef

0-5 88 Kre
133. Xf

0-5 133Xef
l3Xe

88K
8 8

Kr8
Kr

6.1:x 10-5
4..2 x 10-

1.3 x 10-4

-5
2.3 x 10-_
6.2 x 1065
7.5 x 106-6

6.8 _x 10-6

5.0 0x zo-
2 .6 x 10-'
1.8 x 10.5
6.0 x 10-5
1.2.x 10- 5

3.5 x O- 
5

1.01 x
7.32 x
3.77 x
3.83 x

.1.80 x
1.25 x
3.28 .x

6.12 x
6.09 x
2.20 x
1.41 x
1.47
8.21

10
I0
10
i(4

10
10 4
104

0410
o.5

I1.4
10 4t0o

1.10 x 10!2
1.10 x 1012

1.10 x 1012

1.10 x 1012
1.10 x 1012

3.2 x 10 12

2.5 x10l

2.5 x 1011

2.5 x 10ol

2.5 x it01
2.5 x10 l1l
2.5 x 110

1.85 X 1012

6.00 x 1012

7.0 x 10

1.7 x i0
1 2

5.0ýx 10-3 3.86 x 10 1..10 x to"l 5..29 x 1026

30-60 133 Xe %9.6 x 10-5 6.94 x 10. L.10 tOJ 5.29 x 1026

3.14
1.37
3.14
1.37
3.14
1.37

1. 72
181

2.46
1.45

6. 109 x 10 2
6.09 ' 26

7.29 x 1028
x10"

6.09 x 102f8

7.29 x 286.09 x ,10 26
S1026

6.09 x i02
5.15 x 1.02

x 125

x 1025

* 10

* 1027

* 1.0.2

x !o26

1027

Fine-grain %10.96
discs

.Sinter~ed 10.78
itol low "
.cylinder, fine grain

5.5 10o
6  6.14

5.4.x 10 6 1.93 x 105

88 -5
8 8 Kr 1.23 x10-5

Kr . 3.0 x 10-
1.841 x 1041.08 x !05

CI-21 Fused- %10.96 60.2
crystal
enr. spheres -

Fine, coarse- 49.9
grain spheres

8 8 Kr 6.6 x l0-5 4.93 x. 10 6 1.3 x 1013 .- 8.50 x 1028

.8 Kr 6.6 x 10 3.45 xlO 9.1 x 1013 4.17 x 1030

88
Kr 7.5 -x I0-5 2.34 x 101-725 0-42 4.5 a 10

1 2

1.02 x 1028

,1 ihe SlI ratio of commercial pellets 1tes:'n the range 4 to 10 cm2/cm3.

Release rate based on geometrical surface area. 2 2
Assumes natural uranium enrichment-and fission rate (f/cm .sec) - 0.10 x thermal neutron flux (n/cm2.oec) except for Carroll '69

test 1CI-21 and Turnbull '78... .
dConcent'ration of 

8 8
Kr :503 x fission rate and concentration of 

1 3 3
Xe - 43,800 x fission rate except for Soulhier '66.

7Release rate of 
8

RKr obtafned, by extrapolation.

Xe concentration assumed to he one-half of production-decay equilibrium.
glData fir test C.1-19 with a sliigle-cryst~al hollow cylinder, S/V - 12.7:" fractional release and release rat~e were 782 of'values shown for

fine-grain hollow cylinder at some fission rate.



C. Model Fitting-Low Temperature Release (R. A. Lorenz, ORNL)

The data base for low temperature release of stable fission gas consists

of seven fuel pins from the DIDO irradiation (Table 1 and Fig. 1), eight fuel

rods from H. B. Robinson-2 bundle B05(Table 1 and Fig. 2), and rod 79-163 from

the BETT irradiation (Table 1 and Fig. 3).. These fuel pins all meet the tempera-

ture limit criterion shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3; the release data for these

pins are plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of burnup. The measured fractional

releases for the DIDO-pins listed in Table 1 were reduced to give expected'fractional

release for s/v 6-1 -l
e cm since the actual S/V values ranged from 10.7 to 12.1 cm

The S/V values for the H. B. Robinson fuel and BETT fuel were within 10% of 6.0

cm , so the measured fractional releases were not adjusted.

In accordance with the form of Eq. 12, the line F = 7 x 10-8 Bu fits

the data reasonably well. From this the following values for the proportionality

constants can be-calculated:

-8C4 = 7 x 10 t/MWd,

-8
C = 1.17 x 10 cm.t/MWd
3

-12
C2 = 1.62 x 10 t/MW.sec, and

-25 4
C = 8.96 x 10 cm /fission.

When the data for radioactive isotope release are plotted in the manner of

Eqs. 2 and 3, as shown in Fig. 5, it can be seen that although the knockout

model does not provide a satisfactory correlation, the data tend to lie in

a narrow band with slope 140.5.

When the release of stable isotopes is examined in the same manner (Eq. 7),

Fig. 6, good agreement is obtained with the knockout model equations both in

magnitude and slope. Furthermore, the release of stable isotopes merges with

the high end of the radioactive release data.
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The knockout model tinderpredicts the release rate for values of (nf/V)

30
<100, a condition that will apply to isotopes with half lives <1 day in power

reactors where low temperature release might be important.

An emperical addition to the knockout equation was formulated and is

expressed in the following form..

F --10-7 (X).70.5 (13)

where

F = fractional release of radioactive isotopes at production-decay

equilibrium for fuel with S/V. 6.0 cm

The magnitude of this correction is shown in Fig. 7 along with the knock-

out model in the form of Eq. (5). The best-estimate low-temperature release of

radioactive isotopes reaching production-decay equilibrium from fuel with

S/V = 6.0 cm is therefore the sum of Eqs. 13 and 5:

-7 (X)-0.5 + -12 PF =10(+) 1.6 x 10 (14)

For-the equations given in this section, P should be evaluated at

200 Mev/fission.,
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Mr. S.F. TURP•'.,
Chairman, ANS 5.4 Conmnittee,
N.U.S. Corporation,
2536 Countryside Boulevard,'

Clearwater, Florida 33515.

V. R EF.:

N. REF:

DATE:.

032.00/-/l/151 - Nil/R.

L e 29 ddcembre 1975.

Dear Mr. Turner,

We are pleased to answer your letter dated October 15. It reached
us, in fact, on beginning of December and Mr. Hoppe was in the States at
that time.

The burn-ups quoted in ref. DTECH ECS-EFC-73-595 are comparable to
the burn-ups we used in our calculations, i.e. an integration of the specific
thermal power generated within the fuel ; they are deduced from experimental
measurements using 184 MeV per fission. The usual burn-ups (energy gen.:eted
by the fuel) can be deduced by multiplying the quoted figures by appro-ir~teI'i
200/184. Assuming 0,31 fission atom per fission (including the yield of 136 Xe
from 135 Xe by neutron capture), that gives 34 cm3 STP of fission gas per7 Uiv¢d
(thermal energy generated in the fuel).

The whole report should be consistent with these definitions and
figures except when otherwise quoted. It appears indeed that fractional
release values from Figure 7 are not correct, e.g. 26 % for ELP9 incýtead of
23.2 7%. The figure of 27.3 CC/M.Td aid the resulting fractional release quotced
in some Figures (12, 14, 15) were derived neglecting the 136 Xe yield from
135 Xe by neutron capture and are not used anymore.

These experiments were. performed by CEA/Saclay and we do not know.:
if they. have any additional data since the 1973 BNES conference.

We have ourselves worked on the modelling aspect and we enclose two
papers and a working graph which could be interesting. We are further cross-
* iecking with our own experiments.
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For example) we use a model where the local fission rate can be
a major parameter instead o-f the temperature depending on the temperature

level. This is completely different from ciassical models based on a
temperature effect. In addition, this model can take the history of the

irradiation (power level for instance) into account.

It is implemented in our COMETH1E code. For the columnar grain
growth region during the time where evaporation condensation proceeds, we
consider 100 % fission gas release. From our experience, it is impossibla
to obtain a good correlation of fission gas release from global parameters
which could hbe valid for a large range of application. As an example, since
we have introduced in-.pilc densification and fission gas bubble swelling
and a kinetics model for columnar grain growth in the code, the resulting
temperature evolution of the fuel is very different of what we obtained,
previously. Moreover, the grain growth affects also the release so that
we have to calibrate again the fission gas release model. Preliminary
results are verysatisfactory but final conclusions will not be drawn before
some months.

To illustrate the differences with usual models, we predict in some
cases a lower release in the equiaxed grain growth region than in periphery
of the pellet despite the fact that the temperatures are higher.

Please note that in Figure 3 of the ASMU paper, the burn-up is the
integration of the local specific power and it can be much higher than the
mean burn-up of the pellet in case of a heterogeneous fuel. This figure
results from the attached working graph.

We think therefore that it will be difficult to find a"s3tandard" fur
calculating the fission gas release in operating fuel rods. That standard
should not be a function Of temperature, othenrwise it will depend on h1o0w to
calculate these temperatures. In the case of very low temperatures), Figure 3
of ASME paper and the working graph can be used for such kind of standard.

We are of course very interested by'your attempt to normalize the
calculation of fission gas release. As you see, it is a subject- have
thoroughly considered for years and we judge we have reached a [ method-
ology ; indeed it agrees with experimental ::esults as well for L •al ieactor
fuels as for LMFBR and GCFR fuels.

1Ve hope to hear further from your work.

Sincerely yours,,'.

/0/:--.. , ~~ ~~If. //. ... __-a -. .

C . I oppe, / Iii aiit
.Cef d Service Adjoint:. Chef' de Depaitement Principal.

Enclosures BN 7311-02)
ASME 75-WA/HT-75,
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19 November 1975

Dr R 0 Meyer
US Nuclear Reg,Ilatory Commission
WASHINGTIO DC 20555
USA

Dear Ralph

Thank you for your letter of October 17 and the notes of your ANS committee
meeting. It seems that you, too, find IFA-116 and 117 to be very interest.
experiments. I was interested to see that your calculations of burn-up in
IFA 116/5 and 117/1 differ from mine, one being higher and the otheor lower.
Is this becau3e you have a different estimate' of days at power, or do they
cover a different period from that considered in HPR-129?

Now to try and answer your questions.

The expression built into our computer code to calculate rate of production
of stable krypton and xenon (including 8 5 Kr) is

R =,3.05 x 10-10 L + 0.242 cm3W-1 E-1

S3.051 x +isthrateL (1 + 7.684 x 10 12 . s
-10 

810.

3.051 x 10 1 is the rate of productidn of stablo Kr and Xe pls.,
a yi'eld of 26.01% from the.:fission of 235U.

135
0.242 is factor to give the additional yield of Xe in which neutron capture
can subsequently occur to give Xe.

12 135
7.684 x 10 is the ratio of the decay constant of Xe to its caDture cross
section and 0 is the neutron flux.

These gases, together with the original filling gs, were assumad to be "he

only contributors to the pin internal pressure. Iodine was not. included.

The conversion of temperature and pressure readings from the .LFA 116 and 117
instruýentation into fraction•l- gas relrea'ses was, to sonie ex'tent, dor ie the
other way round. Havino 're)lated t.1-m-.... . . . rating by t a r.j.:-•t.it ..
out in Appc.ndi.x C, I feod the raiCir, hi.c:.y ir;:i Tables V) and VII into
computer code togethur-with a L.:.t o f as to ... s rel..'- ... uch
from fuel operaling ,)r!1e6ow'iS60C L, •nd 16L. i"ro;: Ju!', above the tompebratu .ý2.Th,!
then gaveo ine a pressure history for the pin orn the basis of Certain a1-.su1.;P a.1t()n_

Con .
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concerning the temperature distribution in that pin. The program also pri"ts
out a fractional release. So, by comparing the observed interZ)i prosL;U..
at any time (end of instrumentation life so f,-,r as Table IX was conccrn,.''%J)

with that calculated and making due allowance for the filling gZas preSsue.,!*I
I could calculate the fractional release corirl.sporiding to the obs.3erved in~ui..
pressure.

The gas storage temperatures assumed in the program are as follows: fuL;I/c, I
gap -. average of can inner surfacc and fueP3 outer surface temperr.turs.-, s-.
(thermocouple) hole - pellet bore torCiperatu rP end dishes - the mean tor.rr.,u:.
of the fuel annuli are extended into the disnus and the gas in each zrnnuii..s
assumed to be at tho temperature of the underlying fuel. The plenuLm tenp••urri;--..
was taken as 252 0 C (Table VIII).

Gas storago volumes are calculated from the thermal expansion e-quationr ,ror." fu".
and clad and theo swelling parameters given in Table VIII.

An obvious source of error is the axial ration distribution which I assqrudt.
the pins. if this is in error, gas generation is certainly in eu.'or and tli,
release is almost certain to be wrong also. Another uncertainty could i
in having to cope with fuel stacks which were composed partly of ho.l.ou an,

partly of solid pellets. The program was not designed to do thi-.s :irld I: mt
the way I tried to handle the problem on p.4 2 of HPR-129. i think also '

is clear from the paper that I divided each pin axially into six ' for tic
purpose of calculating temperature burn-.up. gas release, etc. T!he o:pr.p..
rating f~actorsfor these zones were .obtained from.equation 1 of Appendix C.

Finally, to answer your last question, I did not take gamma heating into account
in any of the calculations I did.

Yours sincerely

3I B Alp <JC'

cc Mr D 0 Pick<,ian
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of C..:l,,:•..a L.L..i,&.C

Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories

Laboratoires nuLcl6aires
de Chilk River

Chalk Rivk r, O ;,;o,
CanaW1, KOJ 1W1;

(613) MCA1-3-;

Fuels and Materials Division
Fuel Materials Branch

22 January 1976

Dr. C. Beyer
Fuels Design ardi Development
Pacific Northwest Laboratories
.Battelle Boulevard
Richland, Washington, 99352
USA

Dear Carl:

This is to conrfirm our recent telephone conversations regarding
AECL.report 1676. There is an error in the val;e of equivalent full po'.;er,
days printed in the report, it should read 16.17 days rather than 16.7 days.
This brings the quoted pow,,er outputs in line (subject to round-off errors)
with the quoted burnups. You point out that the xenon produced seems to
have been calculated on the basis of approximately 25.5 atoms per 100 fissions
rather than the (m~ore recently) accepted value of 26.9 atoms., i cannot con-
firm whether this is so, but suggest you recalculate on the basis of 26.9..

Thank you very much for your assistance in getting in touch with
the ANS fission gas working party. I hope to meet you in that Context
before too long.

Sincerely,
/

'I / ,

ý . L 'iI,

M.J.F. Notley/cl

I
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APPENDIX B

Evidence For A Strong Burnup Effect (J. V. Miller, Westinghouse)

A. Fission Gas Release Predictions for High Burnup Saxton Rods

Having formulated the equations to be used for fission productrelease and

having established the required empirical constants using the prescribed

data base, it is now necessary to determine how well the model predicts the

fission gas release of fuel rods not contained in the data base. For this

purpose, the Saxton reactor was identified as the most likely source of

data since the information was available and covered a reasonably wide range

of fuel burnup (15 - 39,000 MWD/MT).

Since the Saxton reactor was not operated at a constant power level (Figure V-l),

it was first necessary to derive equations which would account for the time

varying behavior of the fuel rods. Rim and Preble derived the appropriate

equations (see Section III-B) and these, in turn, were used to evaluate the

predicted fission gas release for a representative sample of the Saxton

data.

Tables V-l and V-2 show the results of applying the diffusion equation to the

Saxton data. It can be seen from the tables that the predicted fission

gas release is significantly lower than the measured values. The ratio

of measured-to-predicted fission gas release ranges from 1.3 to 4 with an

average value of 2.2.

It should be noted that the diffusion constants (D' and E) used in the

calculations are different for the two tables. This is because the calculations

were performed during the period when the values of the empirical constants

were being finalized. Rather than repeat all the calculations for the

cases shown on Table V-l, several check cases were run to determine the effect

of changing the value of the diffusion constants (Table V-3). Although the

change in predicted fission gas release associated with the different

constants is small, resulting values would change the min., max. and average

of the measured-to-predicted ratio quoted above. However, the conclusion

remains the same: the diffusion constants derived from the uniform power,

relatively low burnup data do not adequately predict the fission gas release

of high burnup (i.e., > 15,000 MWD/MT) fuel rods with time varying power

histories.
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B. Possible Reasons for Model Discrepancy

Although it appears that there is a burnup effect which is not accounted

for by the diffusion type equation, several other possible reasons for the

apparent discrepancy have been suggested. First of all it is possible that

the computer program used to calculate the fission gas release from the Saxton

rods was biased. This could, in fact, mean that the difference between the

predicted and measured fission gas release was caused by the computer model

rather than explicitly due to a burnup effect.

To test this theory, two of the fuel rods used in the original data base were

evaluated using the computer program. The results are shown below:

Fission Gas Release, %

Fuel Rod Measured Predicted

ELP-6 23.7 23.5

ELP-9 25.8 30.4

Based upon these results it was concluded that the computer model was not

biased.

A second theory suggested that the reason for the apparent discrepancy

was related to the fact that the Saxton fuel rods were mixed oxides. The

discrepancy was then either due to the fact that the PuO2 particles were

operating at a much higher temperature or due to the fact that there was

a. basic difference between the fission gas release from oxide fuels and

mixed-oxide fuels. To investigate this possibility, a calculation was

performed (Section VI) in which the temperature rise in a PuO2 particle

was determined based upon representative Saxton..geometry. Based upon

these calculations it was determined that the maximum temperature in a

PuO2 particle was less than 11°F greater than the temperature of the UO2

matrix and therefore could not be the cause of the apparent inconsistency

in the fission gas release.

The suggestion that there may be some basic difference between oxide and

mixed-oxide fission gas release was also investigated. This was accomplished

in two ways: first by comparing the measure and predicted fission gas
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release using the Westinghouse design model for fission gas release for some

of the Saxton data and secondly by evaluating the diffusion equation prediction

for several high burnup UO2 fuel rods. Figure V-2 shows the results of the

first comparison. The results show that the Westinghouse design model, which

was normalized to UO2 data, adequately predicts the fission gas release from

the mixed oxide fuel. rods. Conversely, the results obtained using the

diffusion equation (also shown on Figure V-2), are consistently below the

measured fission gas release.

Table V-4 illustrates a similar trend when the diffusion equation and the

Westinghouse design equation are applied to several high burnup UO2 fuel

rods. While the fission gas release predicted by the Westinghouse model

is in good agreement with the measured data, the diffusion equation under-

predicts the fission gas release by a factor of 15 to 20.

It is again concluded that there is an effect of burnup on fission gas

release.
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C. Burnup Dependent Diffusion Coefficient

The previously described burnup effect on fission gas release is obviously

not described by a diffusion coefficient which is only temperature dependent.

However, the mathematical formulation (Section Ill-B) is capable of handling

a diffusion coefficient of any functional form provided the coefficient is

constant over a given time step or calculational interval.

Parker* suggests that D' be increased one order of magnitude for each 15000

MWD/MT of accumulated burnup but notes that a recent study indicates that

this correction may be overly conservative.

To test the validity of this type of correction, six fuel rods were selected

at random: four rods from TableV-2 and two rods from Table V-4. These six

rods were then reevaluated by correcting the local value of D' according

to the equation

% = D' - F

where D% is the value corrected for burnup

D' is the uncorrected (temperature dependent) value

F is the correction factor.

Two values of F were used in the study

1) F = 100 BU/30000

2) F = 100

These correction factors (Figure V-3) increase D' by an order of magnitude

every 15000 MWD/MT or every 25000 MWD/MTU, respectively. The results of

applying the correction factor in the analyses are given on Figure V-4 and

in Table V-5. It can be seen that the 15000 MWD/MT order of magnitude correction

brings the predicted fission gas release in line with the measured values.

• G. W. Parker, "Release of Radioactive Fission Products," Appendix VII-C,
WASH-1400, August 1974.
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The average ratio of measured-to-predicted fission gas release for the six

rods is 0.86 indicating that the correction is overly conservative as indicated

by Parker.

It should be noted that in doing these analyses no attempt was made to study

the effect of the size of the timestep used in the calculations. Thus

the use of a constant value of D' over an interval in which the burnup

changed significantly may have affected the results obtained. Nevertheless,

the basic objective of the exercise was accomplished.. That is, the use of

a burnup dependent diffusion coefficient does improve the predictive

capability of the model at high burnups.
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Table V-I

FROM SAXTON CORE IIIFISSION GAS RELEASE DATA MIXED OXIDE RODS(1)

Power During
Core II (kw/ft)

Power During
Core III (kw/ft)

Fission nas
Release (00

Rod i.D.
No./Type

RR/70-I

BO/MOL

FS/MOL

GL/MOL

LZ/MOL

NI/MOL

RD/MOL

BE/EOL

BK/EOL

FI/EOL

IM/EOL

LS/EOL

PF/EOL

Initial
Fuel-True
Density
(% T.D.)

93.7

93.9

94.6

94.7

95.8

93.4

93.9

94.1

93.6

94.1

94.0

95.7

94.7

Diam.
Gap

(Mils)

8.3

8.3

7.1

7.8

7.8

7.8

8.3

7.4

7.4

8.0

6.8

6.7

8.4

Instant
Peak

Pellet

12.3

8.0

9.1

10.8

13.2

10.0

8.9

8.0

8.5

11.3

12.9

12.3

13.4

Rod Avq.
Time Avq.

7.4

4.3

5.3

6.0

8.0

5.0

5.2

4.5

4.7

7.3

7.7

7.4

7.2

Instant.
Peak

Pel let

14.7

19.3

14.3

15.6

16.6

17.7

17.0

17.4

17.9

9.8

15.7

11 .1

15.6

Rod Avq.

Ti me Avq.

9.8

14.9

9.6

8.8

10.7

11 .2

10.4

9.7

11.2

6.4

9.9

6.8

9.8

Total
Irrad.

Ti me
(Hours)

11 ,66n

13,950

13,95n

13,q50

13,950

13,950

13,Q50

16,730

16,730

16,730

16,730

16,730

16,730

Rod Averane
BurnuD

(r•4D/MTU)

25,070

25,84n

25,50n

.26,500

33,680

27,n20

26,110

30,200

33,300

30,900

39,030

33,780

37,560

Meas.

34.3

37.0

26.0

27.3

32.4

34 .0

1?2.7

341.2

36.1

lq.2

28.n

18.2

32.2

Pred.

16.3

24.,

11 .7

11 .6

15.1

2n. 5

21 .9

15.R

20.3

8.1

16.1

5.4

22.0

(1) All rods pressurized to 15 psia (90% Helium + 10% Arqon) initially.

(2) Diffusion model using D' (1400 0 C) = 5.8 x 10-I0 sec-1 and E = 45 Kcal/mole.
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SAXTON CORE II PLUTONIUM PROGRAM FISSION GAS RELEASE DATA(I}

Power (kw/ft)

TI

TP

TT

QE

TE
LA
MY

RI
I- • J F

A

B

CH

Initial
Fuel True

Densi ty
(% T.D.)

94.8

94.9

94.7

94.4

94.7

92.8

93.7

93.8

94.4

94.4

94.5

94.0

Diametral
G.a p

(mils)

7.3

7.8

7.3

7.3

7.3

7.3

7.8

7.8

7.8

7.8

7.8

7.8

Time Avg.
Rod Avg.

7.1

7.6

7.8

8.3

8.3

6.4

5.9

6.0

6.0

7.9
7.2
8.3

Peak
Pellet

13.3

13.7

13.4

13.4

13.5

12.3

9.7

9.8

9.6

18.3

17.7

13.6

Rod Avq.
Burnuo

(MWD/MtTI I)

1 8A60

19750

2040r

21540

215q0

17020

15660

1 5820

1 5630

16360

-15050

21641)

Fission 'as Release (%)

Meas. Pred.(2)

30.3 11 .0

30.7 13.5

32-. 11 .5

23.9 19.2

28.4 1?.2

22.7 3.8

12..0.

5.1 1.3

3.7 C.

35.1 1q.1

3R.9 1P./

26.7 14.4

(1) Total irradiation time = 9592 hours' for all rods except A
7638 hours). All rods pressurized to 15 psia (90% helium
contained 6.6% PuO2 - 93.4% UO2 .

and B (irradiation time for A and R =
and 10% arqon) initially. Pellets

(2) Diffusion model using D"'. (1,400%) = 7.1 x 1.0-10 sec- and E = 49.7 Kcal/mole.



Table V-3

EFFECT OF DIFFUSION CONSTANTS ON PREDICTED GAS RELEASE

Fission Gas Release (%)

Predicted

Fuel Rod Measured

LZ/Mol

IM/EOL

32.4

28.0

15.1

16.1

17.0

18.4

D'(1400'C) = 5.8x10"I0 sec- 1 ; E = 45 Kcal/mole

** D'(14000 C) 7.lxlO"I0 sec- ; E = 49.7 Kcal/mole
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Table V-4

TYPICAL FISSION GAS RELEASE

HIGH BURNUP* UO2 FUEL RODS

Fission Gas Release, % Ratio
Measured/Predicted

Rod Measured Predicted**

1

2

3

4

19.9

23.9

22.6

13.2

1.06

1.53

1.18

0.86

18.8

15.6

19.2

15.3

* Burnup in Range of 54 - 55,000 MWD/MT

** Diffusion Model with D' = 7.1 x 10-10; E = 49.7 Kcal/mole

Rod

1

2

3

4

Values Predicted with Westinghouse Design Model

Predicted Measured/Predicted

15.3 1.3

24.8 .965

21.2 1.06

15.0 .88
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.. Table V-5
EFFECT OF INCREASING DIFFUSION PARAMETER WITH BURNUP

Fuel
Rod

SAX - LA

SAX - QE

SAX - RI

SAX - TP

2

Burnup
(MWD/MTU)

17020

21540

15820

19750

55400

54100

Measured
Release

22.7

23.9

5.1

30.7

19.9

23.9

(DB/Do) =1

8.8

12.2'

1.8

13.5

1.06

1.53

Predicted Release (%

BU
(D~/o) 10050000Bo 100

16.3

23..6

3.5

24-.6

5.2

8.8

BU
(D0/D') 1 30000B" o 1O00

23.7

34 4

5.6

34.7

21.6

29.8
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Figure V-1 Schematic Summary of Reactor.Power History - Saxton Core III



Figure V-2

Saxton Core II Plutonium Program

Fission Gas Release

0 Predicted with diffusion model

* Predicted with Westinghouse Design Equation
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Figure V-3
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Ratio (M/P) Measured-to-Predicted Fission Gas Release
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APPENDIX C

I. Calculation of Temperature Rise in a S herical Particle havingInternal
He•at (•enration (J.V. Mille•r •_W-.

The temperature rise in a-spherical particle having internal heat generation

is given by 1l:"

ATf 6K

where ATf is the temperature rise [OF]

Q"' is the internal heat generation rate [BTU/HR-FT3 ]

a is the radius of the sphere [ft]

K is the thermal conductivity [BTU/hr-ft-OF]

If we assume that for a mixed-oxide fuel pellet the volume fraction of the

fuel which is PuO2 particles is Vf, then the heat generation in the particles

can be related to the linear heat rating (q) by

q(kw/ft) • 3413( BTU- 144•hr-kw• 4
QII I

(H/4) (.3374)2 vf

Q11 : 5.5 x 106 q/vf

where .3374 inch is the typical diameter of a Saxton fuel pellet.

The manufacturing specification for the Saxton'fuel rods required that the

Pu0 2 particles be less than 44 microns. Therefore,,

a-d 44 x 10-6 meter
2 .(2) (.3048 meter/ft)

a = 7.218 x 10-5 feet (8.66 x 10-4 inch)
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Conservatively assuming that vf equals 0.05* and .that K = 1 BTU/hr-ft-OF**,

we have

55 .(7.218x 105)2
A 0.05 -6 x 1) 1 .096 qf 0.05

At ten kilowatts per foot (q=l0), we then find that

0

ATf= O F.

It is concluded that the temperature drop through a PuO2 particle is

negligible.

Surface Heat.Flux and Associated Temperature Drop

The heat flux at the surface of the particle is

4

4h2 3 ..

At 10 kw/ft,

= 5.5 x 106) ._l (172183x 10-5)

cj(5.5 x 0 P(~) 3

* •-26,500 BTU/hr-ft 2

Dean(, for example, showed thatthe contact conductance between two surfaces

increased as the surface roughness decreased and as the contact pressure

increased (Fig. C-I-1). In the case'of PuN2 particles intimately embedded in

a U02' matrix, the effective'surface roughness should be quite small and the

contact pressure quite high. From Figure C-I-i it would therefore appear that

,the contact conductance would be (at least) on the order of 3000 BTU/hr-ft-°F.

* The Saxton rods were typical 6.6 % PuO
** Value would typically be between 1.2 add 2.0
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The temperature drop at the surface of the particle is then given by

ATs = O/hco 26,500 '_"I0OF.c 3000

The total temperature rise would then be given by

AT =ATs + ATf = 10 + 1= l•F.

Figures C-I-2 and C-I-3 show that a 100OF increase in fuel temperature only has

a significant (relative) impact ontfission gas release at low~temperatures

(e.g., in going from 1500°F to 1600 0 F the ,release. increasedofrom 1.5 percent

to 2.7 percent). At high temperatures the increase in release due to a 100'F

change in fuel temperature is relatively quite small (e.g., the release increased

from 59 percent to 69 percent in going from 2500°F to 2600 1 F).

It is concluded that the above described 11 °F temperature increase attributed

to the PuO2 particle would not account for the factor of two or three difference

between the Westinghouse prediction and the measured fission gas release.

It is also important to note that the central portion of nearly all of

the Saxton mixed-oxide fuel rods did not contain di'screte:.partic.les of

PuO2 throughout their operating history. Autoradiographs(3,4) taken at

various levels of fuel burnup show that thermal diffusion effectively

homogenized about half of the cross-sectional area. Discrete PuO 2 particles

.could only be detected in the outer(colder) region of the fuel. Thus,

the region of highest temperature (and highest gas. release) had,.in fact,

a nearly, uniform. matrix free, of discrete particles.
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Figure C-I-I
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Effect of a 100'F Change in Temperature

on Predicted Fission Gas Release
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Figure C-I-3

Effect of Time & Temperature

on Predicted Fission Gas Release
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II. Fission Gas Release From Blended Mixed Oxide Fuel (B.J. Buescher, B&W)

Aside from any Intrinisic differences between the fission gas release rate of

homogeneous (U, Pu) 02 mixed oxide fuels and U02 fuels, it is quite likely that

blended mixed oxide fuel pellets such as those in the Saxton rods will exhibit

a different gas release dependence on buri-p from that of U02 fuel. The Saxton

fuel was fabricated by pressing and sintering pellets from blended powder

containing 6.6 .v% PuO 2 The maximum particle size of the PuO2 in the finished

pellets was specified to be less than 44 microns. Fissioning in this blended

fuel will not be homogeneous on a microscopic scale but will take place primarily

in the plutonium rich regions. The resulting large concentration of fission

products in the plutonium rich regions gives an effective burnup on a micro-

scopic scale far larger than than the average macroscopic burnup. The magnitude

of the local burnup will depend on the particle size illustrated by the

following calculation.

For simplicity, the following assumptions were made:

1) The Pu0 2 particles have a spherical shape and are uniformly dispersed

in the matrix.

2) All of the fission events occur in the PuO2 particles.

3) The temperature of the region is less than 1200eC.

V5t0 these assumptions, the local burnup can be considerted to be given by-the

concentration of fission products produced by the Pu02 particle spread over

a region somewhat larger than the initial particle. The spreading will be due

to both the finite range of the fission products, about 5 micronsi, and

ditffusional migration at low temperatures. The diffusion rate of noble gases

in irradiated U02 at fission rates of 1013 f/cm3 sec has been found to be 'about
10- 6 cm2 /sec.2 The random walk expression for the mean'square dis'acement of

the gas atoms norm41lto the particle surface is:

R' Dt
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Assuming a nominal burnup of 20,000 NWD/MTm and a nominal pellet density of

3 203
94% TD, the total fission/cm are 4.9x00 fissions/cme. This gives a nominal

mean square displacement of

R 2 9.8xlO cm,

.or an average displacement of 1 micron for a fission gas atom implanted in the

matrix.

Tlus, for a 20 micron diameter particle, the fission products from that particle

will be found to be localized to a region roughly 32 microns in diameter.

Assuming a macroscopic burnup of 20,000 MWD/MTTM, this 32 micron diameter region

will have a fission product concentration equivalent to that of a burnup of

about 80,000 M4D/MTM.

The burnup in the region was calculated as follows:

Region Burnup = Macro-Burnuo Particle Voluz.e
Fraction of Pu Region Volume

A calculation of the local burnup versus particle size was made and is shown

In Figure C-II-]. For particles below about 8 microns, the pellet would contain

a large number of small particles with overlapping regions resulting in an

uniform fission product density. Above about 8 microns, discrete regions

are calculated and the local burnup increases with particle sizes up to a

microscopic burnup of 147,000 MWD/MTM for 44 micron particles.

For the Saxton rods, an examination of the microstructure published in

Reference 3 indicates that the particle sizes were on the order of 20

to 30 microns, giving a local' burnup between 70,000 and 110,000 M4WD/MTM.

The examination of these cross sections also indicates that a high local

concentration of porosity is also present, indicative of a large local

concentration of fission products. A local burnup enhancement such as

this can lend to a pronounced fncrease in the gas-release in mixed oxide fuels

at even moderate burnups as has been noted previously.4 Such an' effect is

not present inD the UO2 fuel, ind'gas 'release' data from mixed oxide is therefore
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not representative of the gas release from UO2 fuel.

It could be argued that the large gas release seen in Saxton mixed oxide

fuels was not due to particle size-effects as homogenization had occurred

in the high temperature regions of the fuel. Although all of the data

obtained in the Saxton Program is not presented in the Saxton reports, a'

fairly comprehensive presentation of the metallographic data obtained from

rod QE is given in Reference 5. This rod was irradiated to 21000 MWd/t

and the gas release measured in this rod was 24% (Appendfx B). Homogenization

of the Pu particles took place at the peak power location out to about 1/3

of the pellet radius or 1 10% of the volume. Examination of the micro-

structure in the published edge to center composite of the peak section

indicated equiaxed grain growth to roughly 1/2 of the pellet radius.

Based on the microstructure, the 1400 0 C boundary in the fuel at the peak

power position extends out to 1/2 of the pellet radius, and the 1700 0 C

boundary is estimated to extend out to almost 1/3 of the pellet radius. For

this fuel rod, Westinghouse predicted a release of 12% using a gas release

rate based on Beyer-Hahn results, and an enhancement ratio of 2 to 1 was

observed between the measured and predicted release rate. The release

fraction is already 80% at temperatures above 17000 C, where plutonium

homogenization is seen to occur. Since this only occupies = 10% of the fuel

volume (even at the peak power location) substantial enhancement of the

release rate appears to be occurring in the lower temperature regions of the

fuel where homogenization does not occur. Based on this, the particle

size effect cannot be ruled out by the homogenization seen in high temperature

regions of the fuel.
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Figure C-II-I REGIONAL (MICROSCOPIC) BURNUP VERSUS PARTICLE SIZE

CALCULATED FOR AN AVERAGE (MACROSCOPIC) BURNUP OF
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Pacific Northwest Laboratories

Battelle Boulevard
Richland, Washington 99352

January 19, 1977 Telephone (509) 946-2526
Telex 32-6345

Mr. F.D. Coffman
Reactor Safety Branch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Coffman:

Attached are six copies of ,the December monthly activities report

for the Fuel Operational Performance Program. Efforts are now underway

on all four of the program tasks.

Sincerely yours,

Stanley Goldsmith, Manager
Fuels Design & Development
Section

SG:vm

Attachments

cc: R Lobel (RSB-DOR)
LS Rubenstein (NRR)
HE Ransom (RL-ERDA)

bcc: CR Hann
WJ Bailey
SR Wagoner
FE Panisko
ER Bradley
EL •ourtright
(ý j/l b
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.Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories
.Monthly Activities Report

December 1976

Fuel Operational Performance Program
C.R. Hann, Project Manager

Task A- Fuel Operational Experience W.J. BaiZey, L.J. MacGowan

The literature search to locate descriptive material that will aid in the assess-

ment of poolside inspection techniques (Phase I of Task B) is continuing. To aid.in

the search and evaluation in the areas of ultrasonic and eddy current testing, work

was initiated in PNL's Nondestructive Testing Section.

A preliminary investigation of existing data base management systems (DBMSs) was

initiated. Of particular interest are those DBU.Ss that may be applicable to the data

bank and the associated evaluation of design parameters and operating modes on fuel

performance (Phase 2.of Task B). Advantages and disadvantages of the pertinent

DBMSs, are being compiled during the investigation. Also as part of Phase 2, t-he

routine surveillance .of certain current.publicat.ions* is continuing and clues to

sources of data on" fuel performance experience are being tabulated.

Task B - On-Call. Assistance - C.R. Hann, S.R. Wagoner, F.E. Panisko

The GAPCON-THERMAL-2 code was used to simulate the behavior of sel'ected Saxton

fuel 'rods.. Four gas release correlations were used in the simulation in which

predicted and reported gas releases were compared.. The four models were:

1. Beyer - Hann

2. Beyer - Ha-nn with a high burnup multiplier.

3. Proposed A4S 'subcommittee gas release model

4. Proposed ANS submittee model with high burnup

The results of modification are tabulated in the following' table:

In addition to the Saxton rods, both a 15 x 15 and a 17 x 17 PR rod w.ere

modeled with the first two correlations.

*Atomic Energy Clearing IHouse, Accessions by NSIC, Accessions of Unlimited Distribution
Reports by USERDA Technical Information.Center (TID-4401), and Report Additions to
Technical Information Files (PNL).
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2

SAXTON ROD IDENTITY

RI QE LA TP LZ IM

Ave. Rod Burnup, 15820 21540 17020 19750 33680 29799
(MWD/M-T)

Measured Fission 5.1 23.9 22.7 30.7 32.4 _ 28.0
Gas Release (%)

Model 1 (%) 2.0 5.0 5.0 18.9 25.8 50.0

Model 2 (%) 2.0 9.0 5.0 21.3 52.6 70.0

Model 3 (%) 8.4 27.8 17.3 36.6 55.1 58.4

iModel 4 %) 8.4A 23.5 17.2 34.7 75.7 79.2

Task C'- Fuel Rod Volatiles Inventory - E.R. BradZey,' C.R. Haann .
Parametric studies to establish the influence of gaseous iodine and cesium on

the calculated fuel. rod internal pressures and fuel temperatures havebeen completed.
The results show that. i-ncluding iodine and cesium release in the calcu'lations ,
increases both the fuel temperature and -the fuel rod internal pressure. -In the case
of iodine release, the magnitude of the increase is less than 10% for the. conditions

studied. Substantially larger increases are found for cesium release, especially at
low power levels. Work on evaluating the chemical and physical state of cesium and.
iodine in. the fuel-cladding gap has been initiated.

Task D - FRAP-T - Evaluation and Utilization - C.F. h.in•, ,S.R. Wagcner, ._..J. P?.arhen

Efforts on this task were delayed due to on-call as sistance requests..
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APPENDIX E

Applicability of Saxton Data (R.L. RitznLan, SAI)

The failure of the burnup independent d :i.I:fu..Jon cqluaLion

to predict sufficiently large fission gas rel.cases for hi.]gh

burnup Saxton fuel rods has been cited as evidence for a

strong burnup effect. Therefore one would expect to observe

an increasing disparity between measured and predicted gas

releases in these data as the burnup increase's. This expecta-

tion was checked by plotting the ratio of measured to predicted

gas release val]u(-.s versus burnup for Saxtoh Core IiI and Core II

fuel rods as given in Tables B-i and B-2 of Appendix B. The

results are shown in Figure E-1.

Inspection of Figure E-1 reveals no clear trend of the

,gas release ratio with burnup, although the measured release

fracti.ons are approxima.tely twice the predicted values. Since

the varied thermal performance of the different rods was taken

into account in the gas release prediction calculations, the

lack of a burnup dependent trend should not be due to unaccounted

for power history differences in the data set. Therefore, the

Saxton data apparently contain no clearly discernable burnup

dependence for fission gas release. This particular result

does not, by itself, refute the existence of a burnup effect,

but it does indicate that the Saxton data are probably of

little use for either establishing or quantifying the effect.
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[• >-•i.. • • '&i L T, I5..m•L AERE Harwell, Didcot, Berkshire
OX11 ORA
Telephone: Abingdon 4141, Ext. '4316
Telegrams: Aten, Abingdon
Telex 83135

Date 13th March 1975

Dr. . 1Roberts
VINES Euclear Center
Monroeville
Pittsburgh,.Pa AR201975
USA

NUCLEAR FUEL DIVISiON
E. R03ERTS

Dear Dr. Roberts,

In reply to your Telex received llth March I enclose a table expanding the
data presented in Fig 10 of our paper in Journ.Nuclear Materials V33, pp 64 - 76,
1969. I have some other data which may be of interest to you in the report on
which the paper is based, but this requires administrative processing.. I will
forward them as soon as clearance is obtained. Regrettably I destroyed the file
containing my original notes (in February of this year) and there may be some
minor gaps, such as the detailed temperature history of pins 5050 and 5049.

Our conclusion that fission gas release from dense UO is insensitive to
irradiation temperature below 1250 C was largely based on the regularity of the
points plotted in Fig 10, which despite a wide variation in centre teraperatures
display a substantially linear relationship with burn-up up to a critical value,
above which the increase is quite smoothly exponential. This athermal relation-
ship is quite compatible with non-diffusional release mechanisms such as recoil
and knockout which we may expect at low burn-ups below 12500 C. An irradiation
enhanced diffusion mechanism of gas release could also conceivably exist, but I
would expect this to be fission rate dependent and also athermal below 12500C, by
analog with the work of D.J. Clough (AERE R 6627, D.J. Clough 1970) on the
irradiation creep of fuel. Both fission gas diffusion and irradiation creep are
linked to the vacancy diffusion coefficient. In these experiments the range of
fission rates was comparatively small (140 - 200 ',/g UO2 ) and we did not look for
a fission rate dependence. At lower fission rates I would expect the temperature
limit for athermal behaviour to be lower than 12500C; in effect there is a greater
time per unit of burn-up for thermal diffusion processes to become significant.
As all our. pins with maximum centreline temperatures not exceeding 1250°C contained
hiCh density fuel pellets (- 98% TD) we have no evidence of the effect of fuel
pellet density on gas release in this temperature range.
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I have ascribed the increased gas'release above about 3% burn-up: to an
increas e in effective surface area due to grain boundary gas bubble linkage,
or to grain, boundary weakening, followed by intergranular cracking due to thermal
stress. This critical grain boundary condition must also be achieved through
diffusion processes,which by the arguments adduced above should be athermal below
1250 C at those retings; i.e. the critical burn-up will not be Sensitive to fuel
temperature. Again I would expect the limiting temperature for athermal behaviour
to fall at reduced fission ratings, which is borne out by much of theUKAEA work on
AGR fuel, e.g. "UO Fuel in the Mk 11 Gas Cooled Reactor (AGR)", G.B. Greenough,• s2
J.S. Nairn, J.B. Sayers, Paper No. 2.10(6), Fourth ICPUAE, Geneva, 1971.

I hope these comments are of use.

Yours sincerely,

R.G. Bellamy

Metallurgy Division
Building 393.7
Extn. 4316

14th March 1975

cc Mr. J.B. Rich
Mr. J.B. Sayers
Dr. N. Hayns
Dr. J.D.C. Mole
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---n identification and maximum fuel centreline tempteatures for the points of Fig.l0, JNM V33, p 72, 1;

Pin M1ean Fractional Xe Assumed fuel/ Maximum centre temperature during each reactor cycle 0
No. B.U., at % release, % clad resistivity 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 c7

(VC/W.cm ) Start end

5050 1.48 0.12 9- 16 2417 __•00 .•0.1 .0 3 974 96o 872
I1 0O4 1.5 1047 1101 1079 971

2.0 1163 1224 119-5 1072

5029 1.50 0.08 0.10 1.0 824 856 848 781
tl ;0 1.5 919 959 945 860

2.0 1017 1066 1044 -943

50•1 .63 0.17 0.15 1.0 981 938 943 816
. 1.5 1123 1073 1078 925

2.0 1264 1207 1212 .1033

5032 1.65, <O.1 <0.1 1.0 870 835 840 743
7 1.5 997 955 960 835

2.0 1124 1074 1079 927

3037 1.93- 0.15 1.0 671 684 757 758 744 795
1.5 750 768 838 839 820 869
2.0 828 852 919 920 897 943

308 If2l9b' 0.19 0.20 2.0 967 1000 1047 1049 1020 io6I

3023 '2•f 0.22 0.22 1.5 lO16 966 980 948 918 965
2.0 1163 1102 1081 1064 1025 1068

2.61 2.44 2.0 1188 1240 1194 1170 1180 1118 990 961 920 '27ý8

-I Table/Cont' d



1 3.24 3.08 1.5 1147 1.100 1089 1149 11341 1070 977 934 946 ll.

2.0 1252 1200 1188 1241 1223 1153 1048 lOOC 1005 12•

4. 08 Detailed calculations are not available; irradiated for

J0,9 ,,. 10 cycles with centre temperature not exceeding 125000.

/7.09-

P.) K.
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Comrniftfee Correspondence

GoT~ittee: ANS 5.4 Working Group
Fuel Plenum Gas Activity
(N218)

Reply To:

Subject:

To:

Fission Gas Release from
Bettis Rod 79-163 Date: March 9, 1978

ANS 5.4 Working Group Members

Please find attached an analysis of the fuel temperatures
calculated for Bettis test rod 79-163,

BJB:isf

cc: w/o attachments

J.
H.
W.
J.
R.

S. Tulenko
W. Wilson
R. Gray
R. Smotrel
A. Turner

w/ attachment

J. R. Davis
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Bettis Rod 79-163

A calculation of the fuel temperatures was performed for the

Bettis test rod 79-163. The as-built dimensions, the operating

history and the results of the post irradiation examination are

given in Reference 1. The fuel temperatures were calculated using

the TACO thermal analysis code (Reference 2). This rod was fabri,-

cated using high density fuel with a small initial, diametral gap.

' 1 il.). The fuel. temperatures were calculated assuming stable

2o
fuel and a constant gap conductance of_, 0.7_ watts/cm C. The center-

line .temperature.s•.yersus-,hburnup -which were calculated for this rod

are shown in Figure 1. At ,the final cycle of operation the center

-temperature of the test rod was.-fouhdto 1240°C. This occurred at

a rod average burnup pf•., 24,000 IlWd/TntU....

.This rod was highly enriched, icompared to commercial LWR fuel

and had a strong radial dependence on the burnup. .The polynominal

fit to the radial burnup data is shown in Figure,2. Using this fit

as the best estimate the burnup at the centerline of the fuel is

16,400 MWd/mtU.

Since-the gas release measured fbr."this rod is 0.2% this 'analysis

gives an addit-ional point for establishing. aerans.tt qerp-aturc

between knockout and enhanced low temperature :ig.s-release.

References 

.

1. J. T. Engel and H. B.,,Meieran, "Performance of Fuel Rods Having
97 Percent Theoretical Density U02 Pellets' Sheathed in Zircalov-4
and Irradiated at Low. Thermal Ratings,i>. :WAPD-.TM-631, July, 1968.

2. R. H. Stoudt et al., "TACO - Fuel Pin Performance Analysis,"
BAW 10087A, August 1977.
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